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Abstract

A significant number of Machine Learning methods for automation currently rely on
data-hungry training techniques. The lack of accessible training data often represents
an insurmountable obstacle, especially in the fields of robotics and automation, where
acquiring new data can be far from trivial. Additional data acquisition is not only often
expensive and time-consuming, but occasionally is not even an option. Furthermore,
the real world applications sometimes have commercial sensitivity issues associated
with the distribution of the raw data.

This doctoral thesis explores bypassing the aforementioned difficulties by synthesis-
ing new realistic and diverse datasets using the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN).
The success of this approach is demonstrated empirically through solving a variety of
case-specific data-hungry problems, via application of novel GAN-based techniques
and architectures.

Specifically, it starts with exploring the use of GANs for the realistic simulation of
the extremely high-dimensional underwater acoustic imagery for the purpose of training
both teleoperators and autonomous target recognition systems. We have developed a
method capable of generating realistic sonar data of any chosen dimension by image-
translation GANs with Markov principle.

Following this, we apply GAN-based models to robot behavioural repertoire genera-
tion, that enables a robot manipulator to successfully overcome unforeseen impedances,
such as unknown sets of obstacles and random broken joints scenarios.

Finally, we consider dynamical system identification for articulated robot arms. We
show how using diversity-driven GAN models to generate exploratory trajectories can
allow dynamic parameters to be identified more efficiently and accurately than with
conventional optimisation approaches.

Together, these results show that GANs have the potential to benefit a variety of
robotics learning problems where training data is currently a bottleneck.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Within the past few decades, Machine Learning has become increasingly important in
computational sciences. This has been enabled by steady advancement of algorithms,
parallel and GPU computing capabilities, and especially large datasets for training deep
neural networks. Nevertheless, most major successes of ML, such as [9–11] rely on
huge training datasets to obtain good results. This data-hunger of existing algorithms is
one of their main limitations [12, 13].

This limitation is less of a barrier in domains with access to vast datasets (for
instance customer databases of Facebook and Google), but can prove fatal for many
real-world applications of Machine Learning, such as drug discovery [14], medical
image analysis [15, 16], and robotics [17]. Often there is only a small amount of data
available and acquiring more is either impossible or represents a significant difficulty.

The reasons are numerous, however the common factors affecting data availability
are the following:

• Commercial sensitivity: if the data needed provides a competitive edge to the
owner (i.e., is commercially or national security sensitive), then the owner might
not be willing to share it publicly or sell it to the model operator [18].

• Privacy issues arise if the collector and the subject of the data are not the same,
because in such case the data owner might not be willing to sell the data to
the model owner, especially in cases when the data involves personal sensitive
information, such as medical records for instance [19, 20].

• Data acquisition can also be expensive and time-consuming, especially if it
involves the use of rare and expensive equipment, or gathering information from
real people, or data labels from specialists [21].
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Issues particularly relevant to the field of robotics include:

• Data gathering is naturally very time-consuming, since it requires a physical robot
to spend time performing some actions, and physical robot operations cannot be
easily parallelized or crowd-sourced due to the limited hardware. For instance,
in [22] the authors spent 2 months with 6 to 14 robotics actuators to generate
800,000 grasping attempts for one of their experiments. In [23] the authors trained
their traffic manoeuvre predictor using data from 1180 miles of driving with 10
different drivers. [24] used 700 robot hours, comprising 50,000 grasp attempts,
for training a self-supervised grasping model.

• Additionally, data gathering can require labour intensive experiments or operating
the environment might require manually intensive maintenance. From learning
to infer liquid properties from robot pouring [25], where each roll-out required
an operator to clean-up and refill a cup, to learning by demonstration, where a
robot has to be literally taken by the hand to initially perform tasks as a part of
the learning process [26, 27].

• Depending on the specific behavioural data required, the data collection can
often be very financially costly because of the robot’s hardware wear and tear,
and potential damage. This can trigger the requirements of repair costs and
replacement parts, translating into time and money. Furthermore, gathering data
in a real world environment can lead to an even greater chance of damage to, or
loss of equipment [28, 29].

1.1.1 Approaches to Data Shortage

What if the additional data collection cannot be conducted? There are a number of ways
in which data shortages can be tackled, and the solution is usually case-specific. One
way is to keep the training data as they are and attempt to solve the problem at the level
of the learning algorithm.

The easiest solution then is using simpler models, that are more fit for the small
datasets at hand. The lower the complexity of the model, the less likely it is to overfit
with a smaller training dataset.

Alternatively, one can use techniques like transfer learning [30, 31] and few-shot
learning [32–34], that assume some more data are available in a similar enough source
domain(s)1. Transfer Learning transfers the knowledge learnt in a source domain to

1The domain D consists of: a feature space χ and a marginal probability distribution P(X), where
X = {x1, ...,xn} ∈ χ , [35]. Source domain is used for training a model that should ideally perform well
in a (different) target domain.
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a target domain (where only a small amount of data is available) to improve learning
speed, efficiency, and performance. Few-Shot Learning deals with scenarios where the
source domain(s) data are labelled and there is an extremely small amount of labeled
examples (usually ≤ 5) available in the target domain.

Another way is to treat the data shortage problem is by adding more data into the
training set. Since directly collecting more data is ruled out, a variety of methods aim
to artificially synthesize additional data:

Sim2Real. In cases where the real data is scarce, but some kind of simulation is
available, it could be possible to train in simulation in a way that the resulting model
would be able to generalise to a real world environment [36]. This is not always a
trivial task because of the reality gap [37]—simulations are never fully capable of
capturing the real world. Classic domain randomisation produces a wide distribution
over domains in order to train a robust model, applicable in a real world environment.
Domain randomisation has been effective in both vision and reinforcement learning
[38, 39]. Such an approach allows for generation of any required amount of data,
however it raises an issue of tuning the simulation distribution.

Data Augmentation. Conventional data augmentation expands the training data
set by using domain-specific knowledge to define class-preserving perturbations on
the data, such as rotate/scale in images [40], or different acoustic environments and
sound deformations in audio [41]. Stochastic regularisation methods such as dropout
augment data at the feature-level by injecting stochasticity. More recent approaches use
reinforcement learning to learn the best transformation, and train neural networks to
augment data end-to-end [42, 43]. Data Augmentation for imbalanced data can also be
done through sampling, such as the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique [44]
or Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Approach [45]. Finally, the recent mixup line of work
does augmentation by interpolating between both inputs and labels to generate new
examples [46].

1.1.2 Data Augmentation with GANs

In this thesis we expand on the GAN-based approaches to data augmentation, and in
particular their application to diverse problems in robotics.

The idea behind GAN-based approaches to data augmentation is to fit a generative
model to the real training data set, to learn the underlying distribution of it, and then
draw samples from it to expand the dataset. Other generative models such as Kernel
Density Estimation [47], Variational Autoencoders [48], etc can also be used for that
but recent trends show GANs generating higher quality samples [49–52].
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In an ideal scenario GANs learn to sample the underlying distribution of the provided
training dataset, thus providing an endless source of new diverse data, indistinguishable
from real data samples. Data augmentation with GANs has been very successful for
image applications [53, 54].

As a rule, GANs operate under the assumption that a sufficient amount and quality
of training data is available, meaning the available data are representative of the real data
distribution, so GANs can generalise from it. The failure to meet this requirement will
most likely end up in lower quality outputs, such as blurriness and/or mode collapse2.

GANs are conventionally applied to image data for the most part, whether it is
generation, completion, or translation [55–57]. The applications to non-image data are
still severely understudied, especially for robotics and automation problems. In this
work we intend to study this issue and show how this class of methods can be just as
useful to generate other types of data. To support this claim we will provide examples
of successful application cases, such as generation of sonar scans, and robot control
trajectories—both for expanding the behavioural repertoires and for facilitating the
dynamic system identification.

Deviating from typical photo-image applications poses some new challenges, spe-
cific to the nature of the data of interest. For example, despite some superficial simi-
larities, there is a substantial distinction between typical optical images and the data
gathered by sonar sensors:

1. Sonar data are extremely high-dimensional by nature (at least approximately
2×512×300,000 per mission), it is magnitudes larger than any of the existing
super-resolution image GANs have ever been built for.

2. Most of the training data for sonar GANs are commercially sensitive, hence the
models have to be able to train on whatever hardware is currently available on
site, and cannot rely on the off-site cloud GPUs like some of the image GANs
do.[58]

3. Colour consistency is not an issue for sonar data, since they are practically
monochrome, however texture consistency within classes is crucial for down-
stream applications.

In a similar manner there a number of differences between the image data and robot
control trajectories. The sensitivity to individual values within a generated sample
increases, since these are not sensory but rather control instances in this case.

2Mode collapse is a phenomenon where the trained generator only outputting one or very few specific
realistic examples instead of a diverse scope of these. Please refer to subsection 2.1.5 for more details.
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1. Opposite to the previous set of distinctions in the case of control trajectories the
dimension is lower than for classic image data, however:

2. there are new constraints on the validity of the output manifold. For example, one
cannot generate trajectories that comprise collisions and self-collisions, bridge
joint limits, or otherwise damage a robot.

3. Most importantly for control: despite a the lower dimensionality of the generated
data, the constraints on each value within a data sample are much stricter, as any
minor noise (that could be imperceptible in case of image data) can render the
trajectory parameters useless. For instance, in case of the targeted throwing -
noise could render trajectories into not smooth or precise enough, in case of the
system identification trajectories - noise could temper with their ability to bring
out the necessary inertial parameters of the system.

Besides the obvious benefit of reducing the size of the data required to train sample-
inefficient learning algorithms, the work in this thesis explores the following robot and
autonomous-system applications of GAN-based data generation:

• Controlled visual simulation: the main purpose is to provide generated data of
a specified configuration for training of human operators, by synthesising some
specific visual examples of interest.

• Such visual simulation mechanism can also be used for training of autonomous
target detection and recognition algorithms.

• In the context of the robotic control, GANs could potentially be used to generate
valid diverse behaviours (robot control trajectory outputs, rather than images-like
outputs). We can use these to drive exploration processes which are necessary for
applications like dynamic system identification.

• Generating bigger behavioural repertoires. Having more than one way to execute a
task enables a robot to be robust to obstacles, joint failures, etc. Control-generator
GANs can generate diverse ways of performing a task allowing more robust robot
behaviours.

1.2 The Research Questions

Extending GAN-based data augmentation to robotics and automated systems in large
part will require satisfying the new constraints, posed by the specifics of the application
domains. These can be summarised into the following research questions:
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Obeying general data quality constraints

Can GANs be adapted to generate realistic looking sonar data of sufficient quality
for training ATR models and human operators?

Can GANs be adapted to produce valid robot control trajectories? I.e., without
bridging the joint position and velocity constrains, and without self-collisions.

Satisfying task-specific requirements

Can GANs be adapted to generate sonar data of user-specified seabed configura-
tion? How can we achieve the sufficient size and continuity of the images to use
them as a simulated output of a full-length underwater missions?

In the context of robot control trajectories, is it possible to produce somewhat
successful trajectories for targeted throwing?

In the context of system identification, how can we implement a higher level
requirement for the trajectories to be "exciting" enough to bring out the system
inertial parameters?

To conclude, in this work we explore the benefits of the non-conventional applica-
tions of Generative Adversarial Network class of models, specifically targeting some of
the settings where more (or more diverse, or more specific kind of) data could be used.

As a part of this research, we offer a variety of novel GAN methods, such as
Generative Policy Networks [5] in Chapter 4, Markov-Conditional continuous image
translation with MC-pix2pix [6] and unlimited resolution image generation with R2D2-
GANs [7] in Chapter 3, and SIDE-GANs [8], specifically designed for dynamic system
identification purposes, in Chapter 5.

1.3 The Structure of This Thesis

This thesis consists of the following 5 chapters:

Chapter 2 gives a top-level overview on GANs providing a brief look at the basic
theory and the most prominent variations within this class of methods. We introduce
the relevant literature for each problem in the beginning of each chapter.

Chapter 3 focuses on the recursive synthesis of the super-high-dimensional sonar
data for providing training examples for human operators, as well as to help train
autonomous target recognition systems for object detection underwater. Thus providing
an example of automating detection/recognition via using GANs for data augmentation,
as well as building a non-commercially sensitive visual simulator.
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Chapter 4 explores applying GANs to generation of behavioural repertoires for robot
control, potentially useful for domain adaptation. The demonstrated applications are
capable to overcome impedences, such as obstacle occluded environments and random
damaged joints.

Chapter 5 focuses on generating valid and diverse control trajectories, suitable for
improving dynamic system identification (empirically proved at the level of the torque
prediction). This results in GAN-generated data improving the exploration of system
parameters.

Chapter 6, the conclusion, describes the significance of this work and contains a
small discussion on limitations of the proposed approaches, as well as some directions
for further research.





Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter aims at providing a general overview of the underlying class of methods,
along with the general literature review, typical problems and applications. Each
technical chapter features more specialised literature reviews, corresponding to the
specific problems addressed in each of the chapters.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were originally introduced by Ian Good-
fellow in 2014 to address the challenge of learning a neural network-based generative
model for complex high-dimensional data [4]. Since then, they have grown into a
highly diverse class of methods and have become the most popular way of generating
realistic images and video [59]. They have also been applied to image completion [57],
super-resolution [55], and style transfer [60, 56, 58, 61]. There have been a number
of lesser known applications, such as generation of socially acceptable trajectories of
human motion patterns [62] and control policy generation [63, 64, 5]. Nevertheless, the
visual data still stays the primary domain of the GAN class of methods.

2.1 Generative Adversarial Networks at a Glance

2.1.1 Vanilla Generative Adversarial Networks

GANs are a powerful yet relatively simple unsupervised learning method for training
generative neural models for complex data. The key idea behind GANs is to enable
two network system (consisting of the generator and discriminator networks) train in
an adversarial fashion, improving via competition. Please refer to the Figure 2.1 for a
rough visual explanation.1

The generator’s task is to produce realistic and diverse examples drawn from the same
distribution as the training data set. Specifically it receives a noise vector as an input and

1Image credit: https://github.com/hwalsuklee/tensorflow-generative-model-collections

https://github.com/hwalsuklee/tensorflow-generative-model-collections
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produces a data instance (typically an image) as output. We will sometimes call these
data “fake” or “synthetic” in future. The generator is trained to maximize the probability
of producing data indistinguishable from the real data points in the training set, as
estimated by the discriminator. However, the generator is never explicitly exposed to
the real training data.

The discriminator receives both the real training data and the generator output. It has
to label both as “real” or “fake” (0 or 1). The discriminator is trained to maximize the
probability of differentiating real and fake data samples, real provided by the training
dataset, and fake by the generator.

The training objective of the discriminator are based on correctly identifying real
instances and fake instances. The loss of the generator is based on its ability to fool
the discriminator into labelling fake data as real. In other words, the generator G and
the discriminator D are playing a two-player minimax game with the value function
V (G,D):

min
Gθ

max
Dφ

V (Gθ ,Dφ ) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logDφ (x)]+Ez∼pz(z)[1− logDφ (Gθ (z))] (1)

where x is the real training data, and z is the noise, and pz(z) typically follows a
uniform distribution or a multivariate normal distribution with a diagonal covariance
matrix, and θ and φ are the network parameters for the generator function G and the
discriminator D correspondingly.

The training process is iterative. Both networks train from scratch, and in the begin-
ning their outputs are completely random. However, the training is also competitive, so
eventually the discriminator learns to classify data better, and generator comes up with
more and more realistic outputs. Usually these two networks improve simultaneously,
and eventually losses of both networks converge to some local optimas.

From the perspective of Game Theory, the generator and the discriminator are
playing a non-cooperative game, where each player tries to minimize its own loss
function, which would imply the higher loss for the opponent. So the ideal mathematical
solution is the Nash equilibrium, i.e. a point where both losses are optimal with
respect to the parameters. Unfortunately, there is no existing algorithms for finding
Nash equilibrium for this special case, which features non-convex cost functions and
continuous high-dimensional parameters. Hence GANs are typically trained to find a
locally optimal solution by applying stochastic gradient descent on each player’s cost
iteratively [65].
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Fig. 2.1 GANs architecture: The generator G receives a noise vector z as an input and
produces a synthetic data instance G(z) as an output. The discriminator D receives
both synthetic data G(z) and real data x and attempts to predict whether it has been
presented with a real or fake instance. The architecture of cGANs is very close to
classical GANs except for the the condition data c that is provided to both the generator
and discriminator.1

Typically, the output of such iterative training is a well-trained generator that is able
to sample the underlying distribution of the training data. The idea is that at test time it
will generate novel, diverse, and realistic looking data, when executed with a new noise
vector input.

2.1.2 Conditional GANs

The original proposal for GANs was to draw unconditional samples form the data
distribution. Subsequent work extended GAN to the conditional setting [1], which is
important because we often want to draw conditional samples (e.g., sample an image
conditional on what type of object should be present, or a robot movement conditional
on the goal of the movement). In this thesis we are going to use conditional methods
extensively. This is justified by the goal of target-specific real-world applications, that
would assume conditional probability distribution.

The idea of Conditional GANs (cGANs) is very straight-forward: now in addition to
the original inputs (the noise vectors for the generator and the real and fake data for the
discriminator) both networks also receive some sort of condition c. The modification to
the objective function that c causes is minor, and can be expressed in the following way:
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min
Gθ

max
Dφ

V (Gθ ,Dφ ) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logDφ (x|c)]+Ez∼pz(z)[1− logDφ (Gθ (z|c))] (2)

There are a few different approaches to feeding the condition into the networks.
The earliest one, [1], treated conditions just like a second input and used a simple
network architecture like on the Figure 2.1 right for training both - the generator and
the discriminator. An alternative to this, [66], is to allow the discriminator to see the
condition closer to the output layer, rather than feeding it in as just another input at
the bottom layer. Intuitively it makes sense, as the discriminator then considers the
condition at a higher level of abstraction. In practice, it does not make much difference
at which point the conditioned data is supplied to the network.

2.1.3 DCGANs: Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Nets

Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGANs) is a popular
design for a GAN architecture, it was proposed to expand on the internal complexity of
the generator and the discriminator. DCGANs extended the success of the Convolutional
Neural Nets in computer vision applications to unsupervised learning [2].

They introduced the following modifications to classic vanilla GANs:
• For the discriminator replace any pooling layers with strided convolutions, for the

generator - with fractional-strided convolutions. These are supposed to allow the
network to learn its own spatial downsampling (for discriminator) and upsampling
(for generator) [67, 2].

• Use batchnorm in both the generator and the discriminator. It helps to deal with
training problems that arise due to poor initialization and helps gradient flow in
deeper models [68, 2].

• Remove fully connected hidden layers for deeper architectures. Authors of
DCGANs paper found global average pooling increased model stability but
hurt convergence speed. A middle ground of directly connecting the highest
convolutional features to the input and output respectively of the generator and
discriminator worked well. The first layer of the DCGAN generator, which takes
a uniform noise distribution as input, could be called fully connected as it is just
a matrix multiplication, but the result is reshaped into a 4-dimensional tensor
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and used as the start of the convolution stack. For the discriminator, the last
convolution layer is flattened and then fed into a single sigmoid output [69, 2].

• Use ReLU activation in generator for all layers except for the output, which uses
Tanh, and LeakyReLU activation in the discriminator for all layers [70, 2].

For a default template architecture, as presented by the original DCGAN paper,
please refer to Figure 2.2. Standard input is a 100D noise vector (uniform random
(−1,1), although the spherical noise also can be used). In this example the output is an
RGB picture of size 64×64, or a tensor of size 64×64×3.

The loss function takes the same form as the vanilla GAN one, provided in Equation
(1). The usual optimiser is Adam, with learning rate 0.0002 and momentum term of 0.5.
The generator and the discriminator usually mirror each other, both networks feature a
single fully connected and a few (in current example four) convolutional layers. The
official example is presented in Figure 2.2, with corresponding sizes and stride 2 for
convolutional layers, batch size of 64. Training epochs are usually varying depending
on the quality of generated samples, with the default number at 25.

Depending on the type of data, occasionally discriminator trains much faster than
generator suppressing generator training as a result, since they are interconnected
through the loss function. In this case either discriminator size should be reduced
(smaller number of layers usually) or generator should be allowed more training updates
compared to discriminator.

2.1.4 GANs for Image Translation: Cycle-GANs and pix2pix.

Image-to-Image translation is one of the popular applications of the generative ad-
versarial nets. It uses conditional GAN setup to change image in domain X and translate
it into domain Y . Depending on the training data available it can be either unpaired
translation (for unpaired sets of images, learning to translate in an unsupervised fashion)
or paired translation (for images paired across the style sets, traning in supervised
fashion). Unpaired image translation is usually done with Cycle GANs [60], and paired
translation is usually done with pix2pix [56].

Cycle GANs are used in case when the training images are of unpaired across

domains. They feature four networks - two generators and two corresponding dis-
criminators. Generator Gθ translates images from domain X into domain Y , second
generator Fγ translates images from domain Y into domain X . The discriminators try to
distinguish between real and fake images for their corresponding generators: DψY tries
to distinguish y from Gθ (x) and Dφ X tries to distinguish x from Fγ(y). Please refer to
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Fig. 2.2 Template DCGANs architecture. Top: the generator G receives a noise
vector z as an input, takes it through a fully connected layer & reshaping, and then four
(de)convolutional layers with ReLU activation functions and Tanh activation for the last
layer. G produces a synthetic data instance G(z) as an output. Bottom: the discriminator
D is in essence a mirror reflection of the generator. It receives both - synthetic data G(z)
and real data x, pulls them through four layers of convolutions, concluded by a fully
connected layer. D is meant to predict whether it has been presented with a real or fake
data instance. [2]
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Fig. 2.3 Example of CycleGAN architecture: Generator. The representation size
that each layer outputs is listed below it, in terms of the input image size, k. On each
layer is listed the number of filters, the size of those filters, and the stride. Each layer is
followed by an instance normalization and ReLU activation.2

the example architectures of CycleGAN generators and discriminators in Figures 2.3
and 2.4. 2

The objective function consists of adversarial loss (typical GAN loss function) and
cycle loss (specific to cycle GANs), computed as following:

L(Gθ ,Fγ ,Dφ X ,DψY ) = LGAN(Gθ ,DψY ,X ,Y )+LGAN(Fγ ,Dφ X ,Y,X)+λLcyc(Gθ ,Fγ)

= Ey∼pdata(y)[logDψY (y)]+Ex∼pdata(x)[1− logDψY (Gθ (x))]

+Ex∼pdata(x)[logDφ X(x)]+Ey∼pdata(y)[1− logDφ X(Fγ(y))] (3)

+λ
(
Ex∼pdata(x)[∥Fγ(Gθ (x))− x∥1]+Ey∼pdata(y)[∥Gθ (Fγ(y))− y∥1]

)
Authors of the original paper show that both adversarial loss LGAN and cycle consis-

tency loss Lcyc are crucial for quality of the results, moreover, single cycle is not enough
to regularise training for such an under-constrained problem.

Training is done with Adam optimiser, learning rate 0.0002, and the batch size in
the original paper was set to 1 (that would largely depend on the training data). Once

2Figures credits:
https://towardsdatascience.com/cyclegan-learning-to-translate-images-without-paired-training-data-5b4e93862c8d

https://towardsdatascience.com/cyclegan-learning-to-translate-images-without-paired-training-data-5b4e93862c8d
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Fig. 2.4 Example of CycleGAN architecture: Discriminator - PatchGAN. It is a
fully convolutional network, that takes in an image, and produces a matrix of probabili-
ties, each referring to the probability of the corresponding “patch” of the image being
“real” (as opposed to generated). The representation size that each layer outputs is listed
below it, in terms of the input image size, k. On each layer is listed the number of filters,
the size of those filters, and the stride.2

the training is complete, both discriminators get discarded and both trained generators
can be used for translation in corresponding directions. G for translating images from
domain X into domain Y , and F mapping domains Y → X .

pix2pix is the image-to-image architecture for the cases when paired training

data are available. In this case the architecture is more compact, featuring only two
networks (generator and discriminator), since the problem is better constrained. It is still
a conditional GAN setup, the main modifications are down to the generator architecture
- it uses either an encoder-decoder combo or a U-Net (which is nearly identical to
encoder-decoder), but with the skip connections between each layer i in encoder and
layer n− i in decoder.

Original pix2pix paper provides a few examples of architectures, here we present
one of them, please refer to Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for more details: 3

Generator:
encoder: C64-C128-C256-C512-C512-C512-C512-C512
decoder: CD512-CD512-CD512-C512-C256-C128-C64

Discriminator:
C64-C128-C256-C512

3Figure credits: https://neurohive.io/en/popular-networks/pix2pix-image-to-image-translation/

https://neurohive.io/en/popular-networks/pix2pix-image-to-image-translation/
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Fig. 2.5 Example of pix2pix encoder-decoder generator: it is a conditional archi-
tecture, where input / condition is the raw image (from A domain) to be translated (into
B domain) and the output is the translated version.
Batch-Normalization is not applied to the first C64 layer in the encoder. A convolution
is applied after the last layer in the decoder to map the number of output channels,
followed by a Tanh function. All ReLUs in the encoder is leaky, with slope 0.2, while
ReLUs in the decoder is not leaky. The U-Net architecture is identical except with skip
connections between each layer i in the encoder and layer n− i in the decoder, where n
is the total number of layers. The skip connections concatenate activations from layer i
to layer n− i.3

Discriminator is a PatchGAN, just like in case of the CycleGAN. Discriminators
always follow the same basic architecture, with depth varied to modify the receptive
field size.

Training follows the typical GANs procedure - both networks train from scratch in
an adversarial fashion, both networks weights are usually initialised from the Gaussian
distribution N(0,0.2). The default optimiser is usually Adam with learning rate 0.0002
and β1 = 0.5.

The loss function is similar to that of the typical conditional GAN, where the
condition is expressed via the raw image of domain X to be translated, and a translated
image y ∈Y is the final output of the trained model, being assessed by the discriminator
for realism:

LcGAN(Gθ ,Dφ ) = Ex,y[logDφ (x,y)]+Ex,y[1− logDφ (Gθ (x,y))] (4)

The trained model will only use the trained generator network and facilitate the
image-to-image translation from domain X into domain Y .
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Fig. 2.6 Example of pix2pix discriminator architecture: Discriminator takes an input
of a raw image from the domain X and an unknown translated image from the domain
Y coming either from the generator or from the real training data set.
A convolution is applied after the last layer to map to a 1-dimensional output, followed
by a Sigmoid function. BatchNorm is not applied to the first C64 layer. All ReLUs are
leaky, with slope 0.2.3

CycleGANs are generally inferior to pix2pix in the translation quality (please refer
to the Chapter 3 for some of the visual comparisons), and pix2pix is a preferable image
translation method if only the paired training data set is available.

2.1.5 Potential Issues During Training

There are quite a few issues and limitations that often arise during GAN training, the
main of which are as follows:

Data. As most neural network-based models, GANs are very much data dependent.
Not only do they need enough training data, but often they also need specifically diverse
training data in order to achieve good results.

Mode Collapse. Sometimes the training converges to a bad local optima where the
generator only outputs one or very few specific realistic examples, regardless of the
noise input it receives. It is a relatively rare failure mode to encounter nowadays with
the more recently proposed DCGAN modifications [2]. However, it was a very common
problem back when GANs were first introduced. Most of the modern techniques
[2, 55, 58, 49] are built with convolutional layers, and often with batch norm and weight
clipping in place to ensure the stability of the training process.

Loss convergence in relation to the sample quality. Unless one is using some specifi-
cally designed model, such as Wasserstein GAN [71], the losses of the generator and
discriminator are not meant to be particularly representative of the performance of the
model. Also, there are no loss convergence guarantees, which in practice means either
generator or discriminator can grow too strong too quickly, and block the other one
from training properly. Usually however, depending on the data, initialisation, and
hyper-parameters of the network, the losses of the generator and the discriminator will
converge to some stable values. These values themselves are not informative, and not
important. Such convergence signifies that the GAN has found some optima, and cannot
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improve further. There is still a chance that this is a bad local optima, so the results
should be checked for a mode collapse, but otherwise the training is complete.

Performance Evaluation. Evaluating generative models is hard in general since there
is no single correct output. Conventional way of evaluating generative models is the
average log-likelihood on a held-out validation set. However for some models log-
likelihood is hard to compute or even approximate [72]. For instance, latent-variable
models might involve solving complex integrals to compute the likelihood. These
models may still be trained with respect to a different objective that is related to log-
likelihood, such as lower bounds on the log-likelihood [73], noise-contrastive estimation
[74], probability flow [75], maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [76, 77], or in our
case approximations to the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) [4]. The alternatives are
assessing the generated samples in various ways, interpreting model parameters, and
evaluation of model performance on surrogate tasks [72].

Since training GANs does not directly involve log-likelihood, they cannot be evalu-
ated in this way. Hence we have to stick to directly evaluating the generated data, or
assessing their performance with applications to other tasks.

The first approach includes many types of assessment, including visual, inception
score [65], and Freschét Inception Distance (FID) [3].4 Inception Score (IS) was the
initial (and now outdated) way of numerically assessing images generated by GANs. I
was proposed by [65] to apply an Inception-v3 network, [78], pre-trained on ImageNet,
[79], to generated images and then comparing the conditional label distribution with the
marginal label distribution, like so:

IS = exp(Ex ∼ pgDKL(p(y|x)∥p(y)) (5)

Higher inception scores correspond to a larger KL-divergence between the two distri-
butions, which is better.

The FID is comparing the statistics of generated samples directly to the real samples
in the following way:

FID = ∥µr −µg∥2 +Tr(Σr +Σg −2(ΣrΣg)
(1/2)) (6)

4Freschét Inception Distance (FID) [3] is a heuristic for measuring the difference between the real
and synthetic image distributions. However, for the FID number to be of at statistical significance the
available data-sets should be several thousands of images in size for both real and synthetic sets. This is
not always an option in real life, where up to a thousand (if not a few hundreds) of training images is all
there is for real data.
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where Xr ∼ N (µr,Σr) and Xg ∼ N (µg,Σg) are the 2048-dimensional activations
of the Inception-v3 pool3 layer for real and generated samples respectively.5 Lower
FID is better, corresponding to more similar real and generated samples as measured by
the distance between their activation distributions.

This is usually more relevant for immediately visualisable data, which we have in
Chapter 3, where we provide human assessment scores6 and FID for the generated
images and baselines.

Most of our applications involve the further use in by other autonomous systems, so
we can use the second option for generative model assessment and evaluate the success
of our models via performance gain of the downstream system consuming our data.

2.2 A Thousand and One Variation of GANs

Since the original paper came out in 2014, multiple variations have emerged in order to
improve upon various shortcomings [2, 71, 80]. As mentioned before, historically the
original GANs were not particularly stable to train.

A huge improvement was brought by turning GANs into Deep Convolutional
Networks, i.e. DCGANs [2]. Amongst other things, the modifications to the original
GANs included batch normalisation, non-fully-connected hidden layers, and strided or
fractional-strided convolutional layers. DCGANs significantly improved the stability
of GANs, but some other typical problems of GANs, for instance the risk of the mode
collapse and the lack of convergence guarantees were not solved completely.

The next big milestone for GANs was the release of Wasserstein GANs [71]. They
have addressed stability of the convergence and interpretability of the loss functions.
One of the main features was adding Wasserstein distance to the loss function, which
made the loss functions correlated with the image quality and made them more likely
to converge, hence the improved stability. As a result, WGANs are generally less
dependent on the network architecture and batch normalisation.

Wasserstein GANs were closely followed by the Improved Wasserstein GANs,
which suggested some alternative way of clipping weights—they penalise the norm of
the discriminator gradient with respect to its input. They claim better image quality
based on these improvements [80].

5Other layers of the Inception-v3 network can also be used, with different dimensions. At least d
samples are requiring for estimation of the Gaussian statistics for d-dimensional features.

6Involving people in the data quality assessment can be expensive, time-consuming, and is not always
a feasible option for specialised data (e.g., medical imagery), where specialists are needed to properly
assess the quality.
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Authors of f-GANs [81] took the more general approach, treating GANs as a part of
variational divergence estimation approach. They have shown that these can be trained
using any f-divegence, for instance Pearson Chi-squared, Kullback-Leibler, reverse
Kullback-Leibler, etc.

However, a more recent study shows that assuming the right fine-tuning they all
perform roughly the same [82]. Hence, in chapters 4 and 5 we stick with classical Deep
Convolutional GANs, being the most conventional stable version [2], as a basis for
further modifications.

Aside from the stability modifications that were meant to improve upon the classic
GAN, there is currently a considerable number of GAN-based architectures built for
specific purposes. In fact, the GAN-Zoo list hosted on GitHub7 states almost 500
published variants, and this list continues to grow. This chapter will not cover all of
them, but to give reader a brief idea of the scope, we will attempt to provide a high-level
list of fields that are currently explored or being explored:

Image Applications include classic image generation [83], super-resolution [55],
image completion [84], and image-to-image translation for aligned [60] and unaligned
[56, 58, 61] datasets (both based on U-shaped nets). Recently, there has been a lot of
focus on improving the size and quality of the image generation [49, 85], however the
largest of them are still much too small for some of the applications in Chapter 3.

Text Generation [86, 87] with GANs is usually based on architectures built in some
sort of recurrent setting because of the sequential nature of the data. Some work has
been conducted on text-to-image translation as well [88].

Video Generation and Translation [59, 89] is also a growing field at the moment, for
instance generation of image and video based on audio input [90, 91].

Behaviour Generation. Other applications span from human social trajectories [62],
to generating single agent policies in an imitation learning framework, and also some
attempts on single or a few control policies generation[63, 64], and now our new method
for learning control policy distributions [5], proposed in Chapter 4.

2.3 Alternative Generative Models

All of the statistical / machine learning classification models are either generative of
discriminative [92]. Discriminative models, given the observation X = x and target
variable Y only model the conditional distribution P(Y |X = x). Generative models

7GAN-Zoo list URL: https://github.com/hindupuravinash/the-gan-zoo

https://github.com/hindupuravinash/the-gan-zoo
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attempt to learn the full joint distribution on X ×Y P(X ,Y ) [93], which means that they
can be used to generate instances of observations and targets (x,y).

Generative models might be the oldest semi-supervised models [94], so there is a
considerable number of them. We can loosely place them into two big classes: neural
and shallow or non-neural generative models.

2.3.1 Shallow / Non-Neural Generative Models

This class mostly includes conventional probabilistic generative models, aka Bayesian
Networks (BN) [95, 96]. They tend to perform poorly on high-dimensional data, which
is a serious issue for the purposes of this work. There is a number of special cases
relevant for data generation, such as Mixture Models, Hidden Markov Models, etc, that
we would like to cover briefly:

• Mixture Models (often Gaussian Mixture Models) are probabilistic models that
assume there exist sub-populations within the general population, and attempt
to model these as a mixture (a weighted sum) of multiple multi-dimensional
probability distributions.8 The mixture distribution can then be sampled for the
new data. Mixtures of models are often used in fields like business analytics and
market segmentation [100]. However, it is hard to generate high-dimensional
natural image data with them.

• Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) provide a way of modelling the data that is
generated in a sequence [101, 102]. Because of its sequential nature HMMs
are often used for generation and analysis of biological, medical, and financial
time-series [103–105]. Moderate to large dimension estimations still remain
problematic to HMMs, mostly because of the challenges arising from the hidden
nature of the states [106].

• Averaged One-Dependence Estimators were developed to address the attribute
independence in the Naive Bayes classifier. It often performs better than the latter
at a trade-off of the computational complexity, which is O(nk2), where n is the
number of training samples and k2 is the dimensions of the training data, which
makes it too computation-intense for higher dimensional data [107].

• Latent Dirichlet Allocation is useful for modeling specifically discrete data.
This is because it explains the similarities within sets of observations by them
belonging to unobserved discrete groups. The natural drawback of it is the

8They were popularised in 1973 by Duda and Hart in [97], although the first explicit reference to the
mixture decomposition problem dates back to 1894 [98, 99].
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requirement to specify a number of such groups either manually, or through
sampling some distribution, which might be not objectively representative of the
real distribution [108].

• We would also like to separately mention Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), as
we employ it as one of the baselines in Chapter 4, for our lowest-dimensional
application, to demonstrate the advantage of our GAN-based generative model.
KDE can be thought of as an extreme case of a mixture of Gaussians, with a single
Gaussian per point. It is a non-parametic way of estimating probability density
function of a random variable [47], a reliable alternative for producing data of
smaller dimensionality introduced in 1956. Kernel density estimation is not only
computationally intense, but also suffers from the curse of dimensionality, i.e., as
the dimension increases the number of data points needed to get a reliable density
estimator grows exponentially [109]. The other issue is that any small change in
the training data can cause large fluctuations in the estimated density, and some
regularisation needs to be done, which is usually reflected through the choice of
the smoothing parameters, and turns a non-parametric KDE into a parametric
model [109].

All of these BN methods, despite having their individual strengths and weaknesses,
share the property of not being particularly good at modelling raw unstructured higher-
dimensional data, such as images, other sensory data, and robot control policies. Hence
not only they are not the best choice for the applications presented in this work, but
also, on a larger scale, they got left behind by neural generative models in the area of
data augmentation.

2.3.2 Deep Neural Generative Models

This is a class of methods utilising neural networks in their architectures, and hence is a
bit more flexible than the generative models presented in the previous subsection. GANs
belong to the deep neural generative class of models. The other big families in this class
are Deep Belief Networks, Deep Boltzman Machines, Variational Auto-Encoders, and
Flow-based models.

Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) are generative graphical models with many hidden
layers of latent variables, represented by Restricted Boltzman Machine (RBM), usually
having last layer as a classifier [110]. They are widely used in data completion and
denoising [111, 112], they deal with small amounts of data generally better than GANs,
due to their Bayes nature [113]. The reasons why they are significantly less popular
than GANs, especially with application to more complex data modelling, are slower
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convergence (because of the Gibbs sampling) and being trained mostly on the Maximum
Likelihood principle that can become numerically unstable in practice [113, 71].

Deep Boltzman Machines (DBMs). The key difference between the DBMs and
DBNs is that DBNs are directed graphical models, and DBMs are undirected [114].
Hence unlike DBNs, they approach training and inference in both directions. Their
speed is their main limitation, because the maximum likelihood in DBMs is intractable,
and some approximations need to be made, usually approximating gradients of the
log-likelihood using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [115, 116].

Variational Autoencoders are a family of directed probabilistic graphical models
that belongs to the deep latent variable models group. Because the evaluation and/or
optimisation of the likelihood might be intractable, it uses strong assumptions about the
latent variables distributions. More specifically introducing variational approximations
to the posterior and optimizing a stochastic lower bound to the log-likelihood [48].
In comparison, training GANs does not explicitly involve the likelihood function
computations, and hence does not have these problems. However, because of that the
performance of VAEs can be evaluated easier than GANs. Although VAEs are usually
assumed to be more stable at training, GANs so far have shown higher fidelity of the
generated data. [117, 49].

Exact likelihood models (Flow-based models) are applying multiple invertible trans-
formations to a data sample from prior, which means computation of the exact log-
likelihood of observations is possible [118–120]. This means better evaluation and
more stable training, which results in a comparable visual quality to GANs, however
it comes at at a massive trade-off in speed. For example, GLOW [120] took 2 weeks
of training on 40 GPUs to generate 256×256 celebrity faces, and the resulting model
had about 200 million parameters. In contrast, progressive GANs [85] took 4 days on 8
GPUs, using about 46 million parameters, to generate 1024×1024 images for a similar
training set. So Glow needed 17 times more GPU-time, and 4 times more parameters
for 16 times smaller output [121].

To briefly summarise this section: GANs are generally more successful with
moderate-to-higher dimension data generation than shallow / non-neural generative
models, produce higher fidelity output compared to Variational Autoencoders, and train
more efficiently than Flow-based methods.



Chapter 3

GANs for High-Dimensional Sonar
Image Simulation1

Deployment and operation of autonomous underwater vehicles is expensive and time-
consuming. High-quality realistic sonar data simulation could be of benefit to multiple
applications, including training of human operators for post-mission analysis, as well as
tuning and validation of autonomous target detection and recognition (ATR) systems
for underwater vehicles. Producing realistic synthetic sonar imagery is a challenging
problem as the model has to account for specific artefacts of real acoustic sensors,
vehicle attitude, and a variety of environmental factors. We propose two novel architec-
tures for generating realistic-looking sonar side-scans of full-length missions, called
Markov Conditional pix2pix (MC-pix2pix) and double-recursive double-discriminator
GANs (R2D2-GANs, or “R2D2” for the sake of conciseness). Quantitative assessment
results confirm that the quality of the produced data is almost indistinguishable from
real. Furthermore, we show that bootstrapping ATR systems with MC-pix2pix/R2D2
data can improve the performance. Synthetic data can be generated at between 35 and
280 times faster than real acquisition speed (depending on the desired resolution of the
sonar). The proposed methods also allow for the full user control over the topography
of the generated data.

3.1 Introduction

In underwater environments, sonars are often preferred over other sensors due to the
high density of organic material and inorganic dust that can restrain optical visibility.

1This chapter mostly consists of two parts - MC-pix2pix method published in IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation 2020, and R2D2-GAN, which is accepted for publication in
IEEE OCEANS 2020 (Singapore).
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Fig. 3.1 Examples of underwater sensors. Left: optical camera - an example of
visibility in northern seas, this effect is called marine snow, it is caused by high density
of fine floats. In cases of poor visibility, sonars are often preferred over the cameras as
more perceptually robust. Right: sonar side-scan. Port (left) is real, starboard (right) is
synthesized.

This effect is call marine snow, an example is provided in Figure 3.1, left. Because of
their perceptual robustness, sonar sensor data is heavily relied upon for tasks such as
object localization, oil-pipe and infrastructure inspections, search and rescue, and other
commercial and military applications. Please refer to Figure 3.1, right, for an example
of a small snippet of such data.

A vast amount of data is required to construct detection and recognition models
for automating most of these applications. Underwater data collection is expensive,
time-consuming, and in most cases commercially sensitive. A means of synthetically
creating such data would be highly beneficial to the underwater sensor processing
community, as it would mitigate the costly process of data collection by instead making
better use of the available real training data.

Existing techniques for image synthesis, such as generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [4] have recently grown capable of producing and enhancing images of high
resolution (e.g. 2048×1024 by pix2pixHD [58]). However, typical underwater survey
missions sonar images usually exceed the image resolution of 300,000×512 pixels.
We propose the Markov Conditional pix2pix (MC-pix2pix) method which, to our
knowledge, is the first method capable of generating realistic sensory output for full-
length missions, given a small amount of initial training data. Crucially, such generation
runs 280 times faster than acquisition on the real hardware, resulting in a realistic and
faster than real-time simulator. We then further build upon MC-pix2pix, introducing
R2D2-GANs, method which in principle scales to sonar data of any chosen resolution.

To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we provide quantitative results in two
extrinsic evaluation tasks: (i) the synthetic data is almost impossible to distinguish from
real data for domain experts, thus enabling training of teleoperators without using real
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hardware; (ii) significant performance gains are achieved when using this synthetic data
to augment training datasets for autonomous target recognition (ATR) in a variety of
seabed conditions. The results presented in here are produced with Marine Sonic sonar
side-scan data (for the lower resolution examples) and with EdgeTech sonar data (for
the higher resolution examples). However the methods themselves are sonar-agnostic.

3.2 Related Work

GANs [4] are a class of neural network models for the realistic data generation. Since
their initial introduction in 2014, a large number of extensions have been proposed
for various applications, primarily focused on realistic image and video generation
[83, 55, 88, 59, 89], where only a limited amount of training data is available. In
contrast to these tasks, there is comparatively little work investigating how GANs
can be of benefit in robotics. Although robots that use image recognition in domains
where training data is scarce may benefit from the conventional applications of GANs.
Some applications that are more relevant to robotics include GAN-based approaches to
imitation learning [63, 64], which allow robots to efficiently learn a single policy or a
discrete set of policies from demonstration, and direct generation of robot control policy
repertoires [5], a technique that enables sampling from the continuous target-conditional
distributions over the control policies within a scope of a given task.

Facilitation of the user-controlled simulation requires some form of the information
transfer from a specification of a desired scene content to the actual image. GANs
have been extensively used for style transfer and image-to-image translation, beginning
with cycleGANs for transfer between unpaired images [60]. However, on paired image
translation problems – the task we are primarily concerned with – pix2pix [56] and its
subsequent variations [58, 61] are known to perform considerably better. No current
image translation methods can be directly applied to full-mission sonar data because
of the extremely high resolution. The size of the full image to be generated is usually
in excess of 300,000×512 pixels – roughly the amount of data generated by a short
two hour training mission. Our method solves this problem by producing such image
in a piece-wise sequential manner, and ensures continuity of the output through the
use of a Markov assumption. The use of Markov assumption here is justified by the
temporal nature of the real data acquisition during real mission, as well as by the general
spatio-temporal continuity of the required data.

The previous attempt of generating sequential data with GANs, recurrent GANs
(RGANs) and recurrent conditional GANs (RCGANs) [122], focused on medical
sequence generation. This has been accomplished through the use of recurrent neural
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network architectures. There are two issues with applying these techniques to the
problem of synthetic sonar imagery generation. Firstly, we require the control over the
topography. So the model architecture would need to be modified for image translation
with convolutional layers, which would further require one to use backpropagation
through time for training the network, rendering the training process computationally
intractable for the size of data that we work with. Secondly, RGAN and RCGAN are
designed to produce semantically realistic sequences, whereas we require perceptually
realistic image sequences. Additionally, the nature of the sonar imagery suggests that
the Markov assumption alone is enough for the coherency and continuity.

A small number of papers address the underwater robot perception problems with
GANs: the work of [123] shows cycleGANs enhancing synthetic target objects for
embedding them into the real sonar images in order to train an ATR system, while [124]
proposes a method for refining underwater optical video images rather than generating
new acoustic imagery.

Until now the applications of GANs to underwater sensory data were mostly en-
hancing the imagery, either optical or acoustic, rather than generating brand new data.
MC-pix2pix is also the first model of its type addressing the generation of a whole
mission’s worth of data rather than separate smaller images.

3.3 Problem and Motivation

3.3.1 Why generate sonar images?

The key application for high-quality simulation is bootstrapping autonomous target
detection and recognition (ATR) methods when training data is scarce, or some types
of seabeds are underrepresented in the real training set. In section 3.4.5 we show
improvements in the ATR performance when generating a variety of seabeds and
introducing them into the ATR training together with the available real data.

Realistic simulation could also benefit the training of teleoperators for mission
planning and interpretation of sonar imagery, replacing the costly real data collection.

3.3.2 Synthetic framework for training of the vehicle operators

The simulation pipeline, presented in the Figure 3.2, assumes that the training instructor
marks the regions of the map with a specific topography, such as rocks, ripples, clutter,
and objects of interest. The trainee operator is presented with this map without the
target objects marked, and creates a route over it that should allow the robot to locate
these hidden objects. Given semantic maps provided by an instructor and the route
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Fig. 3.2 Pipeline: 1-2. Training instructor labels the map regions with desired textures
and target locations. 3. Trainee operator creates a route across a given map with an
objective of collecting data for locating hidden targets. 4. The model receives semantic
maps and route as inputs and outputs synthetic sonar data for the entire mission. (In
real life vehicle completes the mission delivering the sonar data collected.) 5. Example
of sonar images when inspected by a human operator.

created by trainee operator, the purpose of our technique is to generate realistic seabed
scans for the entire mission. Methods such as [123] can be employed to embed the
target objects in the requested locations in the synthetic seabed scans, and can then be
displayed to the trainee operator for visual inspection and object detection, just like
during a real post-mission analysis.

The emphasis of this work is on keeping synthetic data maximally consistent and
realistic, whilst achieving the highest generation speed possible.

3.3.3 Problem Specification

For the task described above the following requirements should be considered:

• Realistic looking synthetic data generation: the main focus of this work. Our
method is based on GANs because they have been identified as the current best
approach for generating realistic imagery.

• Spatial coherency: imagery of the entire mission should appear continuous and
consistent. The paired nature of pix2pix guarantees consistency within topo-
graphical features represented as different labels in semantic maps. Additional
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conditions are introduced in section 3.4.3, and improve the continuity of the
output further.

• Viewpoints invariance: the same section of the map should appear texture-
consistent when observed from different viewpoints.

• Speed of generation: in practice, for faster than real-time simulations, our model
should be significantly faster at test time than real-time sonar data acquisition.

3.3.4 Why pix2pix? Why other GANs did not do?

There is a number of GAN-based architectures that we could have chosen for this task.
Maybe not out of the box, but to be extended by Markov condition, since in principle
it is not bound by a specific choice of the GAN architecture. Here we offer a brief
overview of what we have considered.

• Vanilla GANs or DCGANs and other classic GANs are not ideal for controlling
the topography, since they are not built for the direct image translation. However,
if so happens that the simulation does not have obey a user-controlled topography
requirement these are capable of producing reasonable quality samples produced
via unconditional generation. Some visual examples generated with DCGANs
are presented in Figure 3.3.

• CycleGANs - are the prime example of image translation models for unaligned
datasets. This means that having two datasets without direct correspondence
between them we could “translate” the style of the source image into the target
image style. That spares the time for creating semantic maps, or labelling data in
any other fashion.

In theory the translation of some simulated imagery into realistic looking sonar
scans could be possible. It so happens that Seebyte, the company that kindly
provided us with the sonar data for this chapter, also has an in-house moderately
realistic artificial simulator called SonarSim, briefly used in [123]. We obtained a
bunch of images from SonarSim, even balancing out the types of terrains observed
in both datasets for maximal resemblance. The results unfortunately were not
satisfying - looking more like an overlay of some kind over the original source
images. Some examples of the achieved results are provided in Figure 3.4

• pix2pixHD - a version of pix2pix that works for higher dimensional (2048×1024
pixels) image translation. On its own it would not be enough for generation of
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Real DCGANs

Fig. 3.3 DCGANs visual results: all the images on the left are real, all the images on
the right are generated. DCGANs generate images at random, simply sampling the
underlying distribution of the training set of images provided. Hence, the horizontal
pairs of images are for general qualitative comparison, but are not directly related.
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Fig. 3.4 CycleGANs visual results: top row corresponds to slightly artificially looking
images produced by the SonarSim simulator, second row is CycleGANs attempt to
translate the above imaged into something more realistic. Third row bears no direct
correspondence to the other two - it is only provided for the rough quality comparison.
Unfortunately the synthetic images generated by CycleGANs are not of sufficient
quality, featuring a lot of inconsistencies and unnatural artefacts.
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Fig. 3.5 Training time: similarly to the pix2pix, the generator inputs semantic maps
corresponding to the desired topography xt , outputs synthetic sonar-scan data Gt(Ct).
It is extended to accept two additional conditions - a snippet of the previous image ct
facilitating continuity in the generated mission and yaw indicating the requested turns
of the vehicle. Output is then labelled by discriminator as real or fake along with the
real images. Test time: at each time-step, the generator processes a semantic map of
requested configuration, yaw variable (responsible for turn distortions, defined by the
vehicle trajectory), and a small snippet of the previous synthetic image to enforce the
continuity of the seabed throughout the mission.

whole missions worth of data, which is 300000×1024 pixels minimum, however
it could be adapted in a similar fashion as vanilla pix2pix. We do not use it
purely because of the training data privacy limitations vs. computational power
requirements for this method2. However, if the need will be the architectural
changes for extending the pix2pixHD into the unlimited resolution generator
would be identical to what we did for the classic pix2pix.

3.4 Markov-Conditional Pix2pix

In this section we are going to explain the principle of exploiting the Markov assump-
tion for unlimited sequential generation of the image fragments in the along track
direction (in the direction of the moving vehicle), resulting in continuous extremely
high-dimensional image. The resulting method is capable of generating smooth and
continuous extremely high dimensional images, equivalent to full mission worth of
sonar data.

2The data are under NDA, and under no condition should leave the office, where the best GPU
available is limited to 12GB RAM. The official specs of pix2pixHD state the requirement of two GPUs,
24GB RAM each, to reproduce the published results
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3.4.1 Training Data

The real side-scan sonar data used for the experiments is acquired with a Marine Sonic
sonar. Its across-track resolution is 512 pixels (×2 for both port and starboard channels).
The vehicle travels at the speed of 1 meter per second and generates approximately 16
pings per second. As the vehicle turns it causes distortions in the images, and models
that generate synthetic imagery should be expected to produce similar distortions. Our
model accounts for these distortions using the desired vehicle attitude information (yaw,
pitch, and roll). Only yaw information is provided by the gathered training data, but we
note that our method is able to incorporate pitch and roll data as well.

To create a training dataset, sonar scans were sliced into non-overlapping 464×512
images yt , we also have the corresponding semantic maps xt , and they are sliced in
the same way (464×512). The training images (and maps) can be overlapping if the
data availability is an issue, however this should be done carefully as repetition might
encourage pattern memorisation by the network. In addition to the training images we
use slices of the previous adjacent images ct as conditions facilitating the continuity of
the final result. In our case they are of size 20×512, but this was an arbitrary selection,
and can be changed depending on the resolution of the training data. Please note
that (ct ,xt) concatenated together give us 512× 512× 1, which overlayed with two
more channels of yaw-based variable θ1 (explained in Conditions subsection below)
gives 512×512×3 - the size of the input for MC-pix2pix networks, as explained in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7.

Our model was trained on a relatively small dataset of 540 of these non-overlapping
images (and their corresponding semantic maps). Increasing the training set size might
bring further improvements but in our experience this method works with as few as 200
training image samples.

3.4.2 Assessment metrics

In addition to the visual examples provided in Figure 3.8, the model performance has
also been quantitatively assessed using the following metrics:

• Human visual assessment score: we provide the statistics on distinguishing real
sonar imagery from the synthetic images. It is collected from 30 participants with
a variety of experience of working with underwater sonar data. During the test,
participants were allowed to inspect images without the time limit.
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• Freschét Inception Distance [3]: often used for quality assessment of generated
images, this is a heuristic for measuring the difference between the real and
synthetic image distributions, explained in more detail in Subsection 2.1.5.

• Generation speed at test time: crucially for practical application, generative
models must provide results of the requested quality without compromising the
speed of generation. A minimal requirement is an order of magnitude faster than
real data collection speed.

• Performance improvements of a bounding-box-based ATR detection algorithm
when bootstrapped with the synthetic data along with the available real data. This
is assessed in terms of mean Average Precision (mAP) and F1-score - harmonic
mean between the precision and the recall of the ATR system. The intersection
over union (IoU) for bounding boxes is set relatively low at 0.4. The ATR
assessment metrics are calculated in the following way:

True Positive = (IoU > 0.4)

mAP =
1
N

1
C ∑

C
∑
N

(
True Positives

True Positives+False Positives

)

where N is the number of teset targets of one type, and C is the average across
the types of “contacts” - objects of interests.

F1 =
True Positives

True Positives+
1
2
(False Positives+False Negatives)

3.4.3 Method and Architecture

A top-level overview of the model architecture is provided in Figure 3.53. It resembles
the fully-convolutional pix2pix architecture [56], as explained in section 2.1.4, resized
for 512×12×3 input. Please refer to figures 3.6 and 3.7 for more details on the exact
networks specifications, please also refer to the rest of the current section 3.4.3 for more
specific details on training this model.

Importantly, this model is designed to accept two conditions at the input level [1],
these are being concatenated to the semantic maps and submitted as a single input to
the generator and the discriminator as an input.

3Please note: semantic maps, sonar-scans, and yaw variables are all single-channel and are only
coloured as RGB for illustration purposes.
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Fig. 3.6 MC-pix2pix generator network: as mentioned before our method is based
on pix2pix, and the generator has Unet architecture. The generator inputs monochrome
semantic maps corresponding to the desired topography xt , concatenated with a snippet
of the previous image ct and overlayed with yaw, resulting in a 512×512×3 input.
It is then being pulled through 8 convolutional layers, each of them with kernels of
size 4, stride 2, and padding 1, with batch normalisation and activated with leaky ReLu
(negative slope 0.2).
After that 8 deconvolutional layers follow - each features batch normalisation, Unet skip
connection block. All but the last one have ReLu activations - the last one is equipped
with Tanh activation function. They also have kernels of size 4, stride 2, and padding 1.
The output is 512×512×1 monochrome sonar image.
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Fig. 3.7 MC-pix2pix discriminator network: discriminator is very similar to the
pix2pix discriminator presented in section 2.1.4 in figure 2.6.
First of all, the discriminator inputs the generator input - monochrome semantic maps
corresponding to the desired topography xt , concatenated with a snippet of the previous
image ct and overlayed with yaw, resulting in a 512×512×3 input.
Secondly it inputs a corresponding realistic image - either from the real training set or
produced by the generator. It concaternates the input and puts it through 5 convolutional
layers, each of them with kernels of size 4 and padding 1„ and stride 2 (changing to 1
for the last two layers). Each convolutional layer is followed by a batchNorm and is
activated with leaky ReLu (negative slope 0.2).
The output is the decision on whether or not the unknown part of the discriminator input
is real or generated.
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Conditions

The first condition, ct−1, enforces the visual continuity of the generated output at
test time. The information is conveyed by a short snippet taken from the end of the
previous image, enabling the model to run self-conditionally at test time, as illustrated
in Figure 3.5.

The second condition is an empirically derived yaw-based metric θt , that takes care
of the image distortions caused by turns, it is calculated as:

θt = 5 max(1, |ψt −ψt+50|) (1)

where ψt is the yaw for ping t, and the sign of (ψt −ψt+50) is used to determine
whether the clockwise or counterclockwise turn is expected. The coefficient 5 is derived
empirically, based on the visual quality of the generated samples, featuring turns. θt is
calculated per ping (per row) of the corresponding semantic map xt , the resulting vector
gets repeated column-wise, separated into two arrays based on the sign of (ψt −ψt+50),
and overlayed with the single-channel semantic map xt , completing the generator input.

At training time:

The generator inputs the single-channel semantic maps xt and the two conditions - yaw
variable θt and the previous image snippet ct . The generator outputs single-channel
generated sonar images Gγ(xt , ...). The generated images are non-overlapping across
the time-steps, however each consecutive generated image is based on the previous one
due to conditioning on the previous image snippet ct .

The discriminator receives all available data except the yaw variable - semantic
maps xt , condition ct , and real images yt , and generated images Gγ(xt , ...). The discrim-
inator outputs the verdict on whether the image is real or fake. The discriminator is
rewarded based on how well it can distinguish the synthetic image Gγ(xt , ...) from real
yt , generator - based on if it managed to "fool" the discriminator.

This model is adversarially trained with Adam optimiser (learning rate 0.0002 and
β1 = 0.5, as in classic pix2pix) for 200 epochs, with batch-size of 10, and 3 repetitions
of discriminator for 1 of generator per each epoch with the following loss function:

Gγ
⋆ = argmin

Gγ

max
Dφ

{
Ext ,yt [logDφ (xt ,yt)]

+ Ext ,Ct ,z[1− logDφ (xt ,Gγ(xt ,Ct ,z))]

+ Ext ,Ct ,yt ,z[
∥∥yt −Gγ(xt ,Ct ,z)

∥∥
1]
}

(2)
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where xt are semantic maps, yt are real sonar images, z is random noise vector, and
Ct = [ct−1,θt ] is a collection of condition variables for the generator, and γ and φ are
the specific parameters of the generator and the discriminator networks correspondingly.
The first two lines of (2) represent the discriminator and generator losses respectively,
and the last one is the L1 loss, a regularization term that is meant to discourage blurring
in the generator output [56].

At test time:

Only the generator is used and runs identically to the train-time, except ct now comes
from the end of the previous image generated.4 The model output is therefore dependent
on its own previous output and capable of producing consistent and continuous images
of any length.

3.4.4 Experiment 1: Image quality assessment results

In this experiment we compare MC-pix2pix with real images as well as with the output
of the original pix2pix and pix2pix with post-processing, i.e., with blending the border-
line between the separate synthetic snippets using sigmoid-function smoothing. The
achieved results are compared both qualitatively and quantitatively as follows:

Visual examples

Visual examples of all the methods are provided in Figure 3.8. These are directly
comparable as they are generated from the same semantic maps (left), obtained via
segmenting the real seabed images (right). Their underlying generative models are
trained for the same number of epochs on the same dataset. In order to further eliminate
the disadvantage for baseline methods that do not use the yaw variable, no yaw variation
was applied in this example (i.e., no turns). This example is primarily illustrating the
consistency of the MC-pix2pix output compared to the baselines.

Visual assessment scores

Visual assessment scores are obtained from 30 human experts (different levels of
experience with sonar data - from introductory course to several years of work with sonar
images). Although it is common to use Amazon Mechanical Turk for obtaining such

4The very first condition c0 is an exceptional case, since there is nothing to draw this zero-time
condition from. This situation can be resolved by either using a snippet of some real seabed image
(non-generated), or even using a random noise snippet. In the second case we recommend to crop off the
first few rows of the very first generated image, as they will not be of good quality. However the rest of
the first generated image conditioned on a noise snippet will be perfectly realistic.
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1. Semantic Maps 2. pix2pix 3. pix2pix-blended 4. MC-pix2pix 5. Real Side-Scans
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Fig. 3.8 Visual Comparison (left-to-right): 1. Semantic maps are used as an input
by all of the compared models. In reality the semantic maps are grey-scale with
different shades corresponding to different types of terrain. Colour is introduced for
visualisation purposes only. Border-line label indicates the transition between the images
for convenience of the reader and is not present in the input of the model. 2. Original
pix2pix example has a clear sharp transition border between the images (in the middle).
This is because the image patterns or intensities are not shared between adjacent images.
3. pix2pix with sigmoid-smoothing applied at the transition demonstrates that simple
post-processing is not particularly good at matching the textures of the seabeds. 4. MC-
pix2pix (ours) has clearly smoother transition border, enabling it to produce continuous
imagery for missions of any length when run repeatedly. 5. The real data example.
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Metrics pix2pix sigma-pix2pix MC-pix2pix

Mean accuracy of labeling 0.64 (±0.22) 0.62 (±0.18) 0.52 (±0.11)

Synthetic labeled as real 0.34 (±0.28) 0.42 (±0.24) 0.54 (±0.17)

Mean time per image (sec) 4.85 (±2.63) 4.86 (±2.60) 6.13 (±3.23)

Freschét Inception Distance 0.9257 1.0241 0.7834

Table 3.1 Image Test Scores: the average accuracy around 0.5 shows that humans are
as good as random at telling MC-pix2pix images apart from real. MC-pix2pix gets
labelled as real more than the competitors and comes the closest to the 0.66 ratio of real
images labelled as real. Image processing times show MC-pix2pix images are the most
challenging to inspect. The lowest FID score confirms the MC-pix2pix is closer to the
real image distribution than the competitors.

assessment, it is not feasible in our study since real data are both commercially sensitive
and too specialized to get a valuable assessment by people previously unexposed to the
sonar imagery. Instead we obtain our assessments from the human experts who possess
some knowledge of the domain.

The test consists of a number of images generated by MC-pix2pix, pix2pix, sigmoid-
blended pix2pix, and corresponding real examples presented in even proportions for
a human expert to classify as real or synthetic. The order of images from different
models is randomised to avoid putting any of the methods into a disadvantage of being
examined last. The total amount of images assessed by a single expert during the visual
assessment is 20 per method + 20 corresponding real images for comparison so 20 × 4,
which results in 80 per person.

Results are presented in Table 3.1. Domain experts had 0.52 mean accuracy labelling
MC-pix2pix images as real or fake. This is essentially an optimal result because for
a two-class problem (real or fake), proximity to 0.5 means experts being as good as
random at telling the synthetic data apart from real. Further we present the proportion
of synthetic data mislabelled as real (i.e., the success of generator in “fooling" human
experts). For comparison, the proportion of the real data labelled as real is 0.66. The
last metric of the visual assessment is the average time taken to make a decision on
a sample. Interestingly, participants spend more time on MC-pix2pix images, which
suggests these were more challenging to classify. Our method compares favourably to
all of the presented baselines for all the presented metrics.
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Test: Flat Real only + Noise + SonarSim + MC-pix2pix

mAP 0.30 0.39 0.27 0.45
F1-score 0.57 0.58 0.50 0.60

Test: Complex Real only + Noise + SonarSim + MC-pix2pix

mAP 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.11
F1-score 0.23 0.59 0.62 0.68

Table 3.2 Bootstrapped ATR performance improvement: MC-pix2pix improves
ATR mAP and F1 score compared to just using real data, as well as beats the baselines
for both non-complex flat (top) and complex (bottom) test terrains.

Freschét Inception Distance (FID)

FID is also provided at the bottom of the Table 3.1. Lower values correspond to the
distributions closer to the real one. For instance the FID between two real data sets
would be approximately zero, whereas the FID between a constant and U(0,1) is
greater than 6. FID is calculated on test images of size 1856×512. This size was chosen
arbitrarily - similar results are expected from larger images. FID is sensitive to scaling,
so the data for FID assessment has been normalized to the [0, 1] range.

Generation speed

The MC-pix2pix is expected to be fairly close to the original pix2pix in speed due to
our model being an extension of pix2pix. We used GTX 1080 Ti (12GB RAM) for
estimating the MC-pix2pix generation speed. MC-pix2pix is approximately 18 times
faster at test time than the real acquisition speed.

Marine Sonic (512×n resolution sonar) speed of data acquisition is about 15 000
pixels per second depending on the settings. MC-pix2pix speed of generation at test
time is about 274 690 pixels per second with image loading/processing (18.31266 times
faster than the real speed of acquisition) and about 304 819 pixels per second (20.32127
times faster than the real speed of acquisition) excluding the image loading time. This
is for GTX 1080 Ti (12GB RAM), with MC-pix2pix implementation in Pytorch.

3.4.5 Experiment 2: Improving ATR training with MC-pix2pix

Motivation

Training ATR on simulated data is useful in case of the lack of complexity in training
data, or the lack of training data itself, in which case adding more realistic simulated
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Fig. 3.9 Examples of the two target objects (tyres and cylinders) that we used for
the ATR tests: 1. Random uniform noise background, 2. SonarSim2, 3. MC-pix2pix,
and 4. Real data. Objects in pictures 1-3 are synthetic, inserted with the [123]3 method.

data would be beneficial. If certain seabed types are underrepresented in the currently
available training set, but MC-pix2pix was exposed to these types of terrains before, it
can enrich the dataset with additional seabed types.

Experiment goals and the ATR network

In both of these cases we check the increase in the ATR performance between training on
just a small real dataset and enriching it with MC-pix2pix. We assess the performance
with mAP and F1-score, as explained in Sec. 3.4.2. We are interested only in the increase
of the ATR performance facilitated by GAN-generated data - the ATR performance
level itself is irrelevant here, we also do not claim any novelty or merit behind the ATR
architecture itself, it is borrowed from the original papers [125, 9].

We are using a very simple template ATR mechanism. It is bounding box based
with the intersection over union (IoU) between the predicted and the ground truth
bounding box being set rather low at 0.4, because of the low quality and quantity of
the available annotated training examples, where annotations are neither precise nor
consistent. Hence, considering the sparsity of the annotation, the main focus of the ATR
here is detecting something at all for further inspection.

The network used here is a generic RetinaNet-type network [125, 126], trained with
focal loss, with ResNet-18 (18 layers) backbone [9], i.e. ResNet-18-FPN, implemented
exactly like in the original paper. The only modification made to this template archi-
tecture is that the number of filters is halved throughout the architecture compared to
the original paper 3.10 for the simplified explanation of the RetinaNet structure, and
Figure 3.11 for the ResNet-18.5 It is trained with Adam optimiser over 25 epochs.

The training data has 300 objects of interest (150 cylinders, 150 tyres) per type of
seabed (such as real, noise, SonarSim, and MC-pix2pix/R2D2). The test data also has
the same amount of objects.

5The entire figure credits are [125] and https://www.pluralsight.com/guides/introduction-to-resnet

https://www.pluralsight.com/guides/introduction-to-resnet
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Fig. 3.10 RetinaNet network architecture uses a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN)
on top of a feedforward ResNet architecture [9] (a) to generate a rich, multi-scale
convolutional feature pyramid [126] (b). To this backbone RetinaNet attaches two
sub-networks, one for classifying anchor boxes (c) and one for regressing from anchor
boxes to ground-truth object boxes (d).5

Fig. 3.11 The architecture of the ResNet-18, that gets used as the part of the RetinaNet,
as appears under (a) in Figure 3.10.5
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Baselines explained

We train 4 ATR networks on the corresponding datasets: real data only (flat and non-
complex), the same real data plus MC-pix2pix images, and baselines - real dataset
plus uniform random noise backgrounds, and real dataset plus SonarSim seabeds6. All
except the real data are augmented with synthetic targets using the method from [123]7,
examples of these are provided in Fig. 3.9, as per images presented there, we used two
types of the objects - cylinders and tyres.

Experiment 2.1: Data shortage

For this experiment MC-pix2pix was trained on the available real training set (flat and
non-complex). The MC-pix2pix-generated data were used to train the ATR, which
then was tested on another flat and non-complex dataset. Table 3.2 (top) shows that
MC-pix2pix provides significant improvements in MAP, compared to just real data and
other baselines, and the best F1.

Experiment 2.2: Lack of complexity

In this case MC-pix2pix was pre-trained with slightly more complex ripply seabeds,
emulating previous exposure to the complex data. It then generated more of the complex
seabeds, that were used to train the ATR alongside the flat and non-complex real data.
When testing this ATR on complex real terrains (results presented at the bottom of
Table 3.2), both F1-score and mAP drastically improve with the MC-pix2pix data
bootstrapping, compared to just real data training and baselines.

This confirms that MC-pix2pix could be deployed as a highly efficient bootstrapping
technique for improving ATR performance in cases of low real data availability or low
real data diversity, that are common in the real life applications.

6SonarSim - standard vaguely realistic side-scan simulator as used in [123], capable of generating
various seabed textures with limited user control over the type of generated data, but not the exact
topography.

7Due to extremely low amount of the training data for targets we could not generate targets with
MC-pix2pix.
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3.4.6 Addressing Potential Concerns

Advantages compared to generating the seabed piece-wise and then stitching it
together with post-processing

Although standard smoothing techniques like sigmoid-smoothing interpolate well be-
tween the colours, they do not conduct the texture integration between the images as is
evident from the Fig. 3.8 middle section (at border-line).

Quality Decay over the generation time

Self-conditional model at test time suggests that the quality drop could accumulate over
time. However, the nature of GAN architecture prevents this - trained GAN always
samples the training data distribution, regardless of the condition. This has been verified
via generating a standard test mission - average duration of 2 hours, 300,000 pixels
along the track.

Handling vehicle turns

We condition on the yaw only (because roll and pitch are not available in our data). It
does not seem to be quite enough information to make results fully realistic, however
the model not only acknowledges the concept of a turn distortion but also distinguishes
between the inside and the outside turns, in some cases producing very realistic results
(especially successful for the outside turns simulation). A visual example of what real
vs. generated turns look like is presented in Fig. 3.12.

Handling multiple viewpoints

Typically a vehicle observes the same area at least twice. The MC-pix2pix accounts
for the topographical coherence with respect to the terrain types. The model naturally
produces a similar image for the different viewpoints. Example in Figure 3.13 shows
two views of the same area (e.g. the image synthesized for the same map approached
from different sides) and their overlay.

Unconditional generation

This work focuses on producing the missions with user-controlled topography, however
if one needs to avoid specifying it (e.g. when producing the training data for ATR) the
original GAN [4] and modifications, such as DCGANs [2], can be employed to generate
some semantic maps for the input into MC-pix2pix.
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Fig. 3.12 Reproducing turns with yaw-conditioning (top-to-bottom): 0. semantic
map overlayed with yaw. Semantic maps for the training set get labeled in RGB
for the convenience of the human labelling, then translated into grayscale, placed in
green channel, then yaw variables get duplicated in blue and red channel, with sign
corresponding to the direction of the turn. Hence the resulting discoloured green shade
image with red and blue overlay. 1. pix2pix fails to capture a distortion caused by
vehicle turning as semantic map provides no indication of turns other than perhaps
indirectly through the topography. 2. MC-pix2pix benefits from a inbuilt yaw-based
condition, getting close to real turn patterns and distinguishing between the inside (left)
and the outside (right) turns. 3. Real example - in this case much sharper distorted
image compared to the others. Real turns come in wide variety, so even the expert
operators are never certain which are real and which are simulated. During the real data
processing and analysis by human operators turns are almost always discarded, since
they are often confusing. More modern vehicles completely switch off the sonars at the
turns assuming that the data gathered will not be informative.
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Layout View 1 View 2 Overlay

Fig. 3.13 Handling different viewpoints: MC-pix2pix is topographically consistent
with respect to the types of terrains. This example shows the same region, generated as
perceived from two different viewpoints with some displacement. Generated images
show a clean overlap without contradictions.

Other potential applications

MC-pix2pix can be potentially used in any setting where simulation of large-scale
continuous data is required. Useful for bootstrapping learning algorithms, environ-
ment feature detection and recognition, or even for side-scrolling games background
generation.

3.4.7 Conclusions

This section proposes a method for generating realistic synthetic sonar sensory data
for full-length underwater missions with a direct control over the topography. To our
knowledge this is the first published work that addressed the generation of side-scans
for entire missions with generative adversarial networks. This method results in an
immediately applicable for visual simulation of sonar data (at classic MarineSonic
resolution). Both visual and quantitative results were provided in this section. They
show that the generated images are both indistinguishable from real by human experts
and capable of boosting the performance of the ATR systems. An additional advantage
of this recursive architecture is that it is relatively undemanding about the hardware.
It is being supported even for the GPUs with very modest RAM capacities, which is
almost never an option for the other higher-resolution varieties of GANs.

This work can be extended further by investigating the use of roll and pitch data for
improving the quality of the simulation for the vehicle turns, subject to the availability
of the suitable training data8.

However, the main extension to this work is generation of the data for higher fidelity
sonars, such as EdgeTech (an order of magnitude higher resolution compared to the

8Unfortunately our training dataset only had yaw available.
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Marine Sonic data presented in this work), or SAS sonars (two orders of magnitude
higher in resolution compared to Marine Sonic). Despite being very challenging this
problem can be addressed with some limited extensions to the current MC-pix2pix
method. These are presented in the next section.

3.5 R2D2-GANs for Unlimited Resolution Image Gen-
eration.

In this section we are going to extend the previously introduced MC-pix2pix principle
for sequential generation along the two dimensions (both x and y). Having the ability
to generate any length of mission via MC-pix2pix, we are now exploring the ability
of generating images for any resolution of a sonar as well. Results presented in this
section simulate the output of the EdgeTech - sonar, that is 4620 pixels across the track
(as compared to 512 pixels across the track for Marine Sonic, used for illustrating the
work of MC-pix2pix in section 3.4).

We call this method double-recursive double-discriminator Generative Adversarial
Networks (R2D2-GANs, or “R2D2" for the sake of conciseness). To our knowledge, this
is the first technique capable of adversarial generation of continuous and realistically-
looking sonar side-scans of any requested size or resolution.

Potential applications of R2D2 can go far beyond the sonar imagery, as it can
produce any type of large resolution imagery, provided a sufficient amount and quality
of the initial training examples.

The visual examples of the results of the R2D2-GANs are provided in the Fig-
ure 3.17. Results demonstrated in this work are acquired with the image-to-image
translation based architecture [56], which could be easily altered to accommodate
another type of GAN, in order to better facilitate different simulation objectives.

3.5.1 Method and Architecture

The R2D2 also belongs to the family of GANs. More specifically the R2D2 is just an
extension of the Markov-conditional image-to-image translation technique, MC-pix2pix
[6], re-purposed to enable image generation in larger resolutions, and hence also based
on pix2pix [56] , which has been explained in 2.1.4. The specific networks used for
the generator and both discriminators in R2D2 are of exactly the same architecture
as in MC-pix2pix, Figures 3.6 and 3.7. It is the different way the input (and output)
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themselves are constructed9, that combines these network architecture into a different
top-level model, which is provided in figures 3.14 and 3.15.

There are multiple conditional flavours of the basic GAN architecture. Henceforth
we focus on the paired image-to-image translation techniques, of which the pix2pix [56,
58] is a prime example. This choice is dictated by the requirement of the user-controlled
topography.

The main features of the R2D2 technique:

(i) incremental recursive generation (extending the Markov principle from [6]) applied
along two axes (rather than just one, like in [6]). This allows for handling any across
track resolution.

(ii) an additional discriminator is introduced for the coherence control of resulting
larger scale images. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 provide the schematic illustration of the
proposed method.

At training time:

As per scheme in Figure 3.14, first, the larger training images and their semantic maps
are partitioned into multiple tiles. The generator inputs noise and the semantic maps
of the current tile - for topography control. It also uses the additional conditions that
include the location of a pixel in the across track direction and small snippets taken
from the adjacent tiles above and to the left of the current tile. These are to ensure the
continuity of the resulting large image. The generator is trained to produce realistic
images given the above inputs and conditions.

The discriminator D1φ
then tries to distinguish the real imagery from the simulated.

The discriminator D2ψ
does the same, but processing the larger images (2×2 tiles) with

the newly generated tiles embedded into them, and tries to distinguish them from the
real unedited larger images.

The results provided in this chapter are building upon the fully-convolutional
pix2pix-style architecture with 9 resnet blocks [56], as explained in 2.1.4, extended with
additional conditions to support incremental recursive generation and additional “bigger
picture" discriminator D2ψ

to further encourage the smoothness and continuity of the
resulting image. This model is adversarially trained with Adam optimiser (learning
rate 0.0002 and β1 = 0.5, as in classic pix2pix), for 10 epochs with batch-size 3, and

9Conditions from adjacent tiles and semantic maps (c1,c2,xt) concatenated together as a single
512× 512× 3 input for G and D1, and larger tile Xt (scaled down to 512× 512) as D2 input, and
corresponding expected outputs.
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Fig. 3.14 At training time: inputs of the generator network include conditions c1 and
c2, which are small snippets of adjacent tiles (top and left) of the currently generated
tile. The output of the generator G is the suggested synthetic image tile, generated
taking into account the input conditions. The output of the generator is then assessed
by the first discriminator D1φ

along with real tiles. The second discriminator D2ψ

assesses the larger real image variants (2×2 tiles) - the unchanged and the edited with
a generated tile. Both discriminators issue their decisions on whether the image is real
or synthetic, and are rewarded based on the correctness of their decisions. Losses of
both discriminators are then back-propagated through to the generator and used for the
adversarial training.

xt
(map) G(Ct,	xt)

G
C2

C1

21

Test time:

Fig. 3.15 At test time: only the generator is used at this stage. It produces image tiles
first left-to-right, and then top-to-bottom. Each tile is conditioned on adjacent image
snippets of the tile above and to the left of the currently generated tile. These conditions
help to maintain the continuity of the larger picture produced at test time.
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3 gradient updates of discriminator D1φ
corresponding to each gradient update of the

generator. The training loss function can be summarised as follows:

Gγ
⋆ = argmin

Gγ

max
D1φ

,D2ψ

{
ECt ,xt ,yt ,z[

∥∥yt −Gγ(Ct ,xt ,z)
∥∥

1]

+
1
2

(
ECt ,xt ,yt [logD1φ

(Ct ,xt ,yt)]+EXt ,Yt [logD2ψ
(Xt ,Yt)]

+ Ez,Ct ,xt [1− logD1φ
(Ct ,xt ,Gγ(Ct ,xt ,z))]

+ ECt ,z,Xt [1− logD2ψ
(Xt ,Yt(Gγ(Ct ,xt ,z))]

)}
(1)

where xt are semantic maps and yt are real sonar images per tile. Xt and Yt are larger
(2× 2 tiles) semantic maps and sonar images respectively. Xt and Yt include tiles xt

and yt correspondingly. z is a random noise vector, and Ct = [c1,c2] are the condition
variables for the generator. Yt(Gγ(Ct ,xt ,z)) stands for a larger image Yt (2× 2 tiles),
where the native tile yt is replaced by the generated tile G(Ct ,xt ,z). And γ , ψ , and φ are
the individual network parameters for the generator G, and discriminators D1 and D2

correspondingly. The first line of Equation (1) represents the L1 loss, a regularization
term meant to reduce the blurring in the generator output [56]. The second line stands
for the losses of both discriminators classifying the real data, and the last two lines are
their losses of classifying the generated data.

At test time:

The resulting trained generator produces the entire image continuously piece by piece,
first left-to-right, and then top-to-bottom, in accordance with the requested semantic
maps.10, 11 Refer to the Figure 3.15 for the schematic explanation.

10Same as in the subsection 3.4.3, the very first conditions Co are an exceptional case, since there
is nothing to draw these conditions from. This can be resolved by either (i) using a top snippet from
some real seabed image (non-generated) and left snippet as fully black (because the water column on the
far-left is always black). Or (ii) using random noise snippets, or (iii) conditioning on both completely
black snippets. (iii) will be very accurate for the water-column on the far-left, and no quite accurate for
the upper condition snippet. For (ii) and (iii) the first few rows of pixels of the mission will be low-quality
and will need to be removed.

11Reasoning for left-to-right top-to-bottom generation: physically, AUV flies underwater along the
y axes, which is also the time axes, so conceptually it makes sense to fill the picture in row-by-row
(top-to-bottom last). In real simulator you would also prefer this order as then human operator can begin
scrolling the mission along the time-axes, before the full mission finished generating (like real data
would be used). However, from the prototype implementation point of view there is not much difference
at all. Moreover, the current implementation already works with an actual image to the right side of
the sonar and a mirror reflection of the left side one (that is how images get stored in memory when
collected by sonar). So technically R2D2-GAN already does left-to-right and right-to-left within a single
implementation.
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1 2 3 4

Fig. 3.16 Examples of the two target objects we use for the ART tests (tyres and
cylinders) and seabed types used for training the ATR: 1. Uniform random noise
background. 2. SonarSim-generated terrains1. 3. R2D2-generated terrains. 4. Real
terrains. All of these targets are inserted into the terrains using the Cycle-GAN-based
technique [123], because of the limited availability of the real data with real targets.

Generalisation:

The underlying technique of the R2D2 can be generalised beyond the specific GAN
architecture. Nearly any GAN-based network, depending on the objectives and con-
straints of a specific task, can in principle be extended for the incremental recursive
generation in a manner similar to the R2D2. The results provided in this subsection are
based on extending pix2pix-style architecture [56] solely for the purpose of providing
the user with full control over the topography of the synthesized mission via utilisation
of semantic maps.

3.5.2 Experimental Setup

Visual quality tests:

A number of assessments were conducted in order to quantify the realism of the obtained
imagery. We invited 10 domain experts to evaluate a selection of synthetic images
created with the R2D2 and with classic pix2pix (for comparison), along with the real
images. Participants inspected these images, labelling them as “real" or “synthetic"
(“fake"). All the image sets of the compared methods were presented in even proportions.
Furthermore, all of the image sets (both real and synthetic) correspond to exactly the
same set of the semantic maps to ensure the best possible comparability. Images
acquired from the different sources were shown sequentially, one at a time, in order to
avoid the cognitive bias. For the same reason there was no prior information provided
on the proportion of real vs. synthetic images. The only information provided was that
the test set contains both real and synthetic images. The total amount of images assessed
by a single expert during the visual assessment is 20 per method + 20 corresponding
real images for comparison so 20 × 4, which results in 80 per person.

Although the time taken to inspect each particular image was recorded and analysed,
there was no time constraints imposed on the participants during the test time.
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Fig. 3.17 Visual results: all the images have the real sonar scans on the left, and the
R2D2-simulated images on the right. The horizontal pairs of images correspond to
the same semantic maps. The miniature image at the top-left corner is the Marine
Sonic sonar data, generated with the MC-pix2pix method [6]. The rest of the images
are EdgeTech sonar scans, generated with R2D2-GANs, provided in a relative scale
according to the corresponding across track resolutions. The partial overlay in the
top-right corner is an example of the semantic map, used by a generator network in
order to control the topography of the simulation according to preferences of the user.
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Metrics: fake labelled ‘real’ labelling accuracy average time

pix2pix 0.14 (±0.11) 0.88 (±0.29) 4.79 (±2.53)

R2D2 unnormalized 0.26 (±0.15) 0.82 (±0.17) 4.80 (±2.49)

R2D2 0.78 (±0.25) 0.56 (±0.12) 5.23 (±3.43)

Table 3.3 Visual test results: the experiment was conducted with participation of 10
human experts possessing the daily experience of dealing with the sonar imagery. They
were shown an equal number of images generated by different sources (both simulated
and real) and asked to label them as “real" or “fake". Images coming from different
sources were shown one after the other in a random order to mitigate the cognitive bias.
R2D2 images were labelled “real" in 78% cases, which compares well with the bench-
marks, as well as with real images labelled “real" (90%). Humans also were able to
distinguish it from real with accuracy of 56 %, which is close to random chance in a
two-class problem (“real" / “fake"). The last column of the results shows how long
(in seconds) on average it took to classify an image. R2D2-produced images took
significantly longer to process, compared to the other methods.

Autonomous target recognition (ATR) training:

We argue that our proposed technique does not solely look good to human eye, but also
can be of help for the autonomous systems training. For instance, assuming the lack
of training data for the ATR, one could boost the training with the R2D2-generated
data. Unfortunately, we do not possess unrestricted real data for sonars in EdgeTech
resolution range (4620 or higher across track resolution), that would contain any real
objects. Which is why we use the Cycle-GAN-based technique [123] to embed the
artificial objects. In our specific case two of them - cylinders and tyres, see Figure 3.16.
In fact, there is a very small amount of unrestricted real seabed scans available, so we
have to use what little real data we have for the test set.

There are a few training sets: (i) uniform random noise background, (ii) SonarSim
terrains - flat and rippled (respectively easier and harder for ATR to learn to operate on),
and (iii) R2D2-generated terrains. Finally, we test the trained ATR performance on the
small amount of the real sonar images we have available.

We use a simple RetinaNet-type architecture for ATR, Retina-18-FPN, as explained
in Subsection 3.4.5, trained from scratch for this experiment. Both the training and the
test sets are rather small, due to the unavailability of the real data. Note that we do not
claim the state-of-art level of ATR results here, only the relative benefit of using the
R2D2-generated data in the absence of the real training data.
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3.5.3 Experiments and Results

The visual results of the R2D2-GANs are shown in Figure 3.17, there is very little
to no difference between the real (left) and synthetic (right) images. Also, please note
the relative difference in scales between the typical data generated with MC-pix2pix
(top-left corner) and R2D2-GANs (right). Because of the iterative recursive generation
along both axes, R2D2 is practically unlimited in the data resolution it is able to generate.
Naturally, there is always a trade-off between the magnitude of the generated image
resolution and the generation speed.

Image Assessment Scores

The image assessment scores by human experts, as presented in the Table 3.3, are
based on the results collected from 10 human experts with various level of expertise,
but dealing with sonar imagery on a daily basis. The total amount of images assessed
by a single expert during the visual assessment is 20 per method + 20 corresponding
real images for comparison so 20 × 4, which results in 80 per person. The individual
assessment metrics are as follows:

(i) R2D2 synthetic imagery is labelled “real" by humans in 78% of the cases. This
is the highest score across the competing methods, which also compares reasonably
well to 90% score for the real images classified as real.

(ii) Human classification accuracy being close to 50%, i.e. near random chance
for two-class problem (“real” / “fake”), indicated inability of humans to tell apart the
real and synthetic images. The R2D2 shows the lowest human classification accuracy
score of 56%. This is comparable with the 52% score obtained by the MC-pix2pix in
an identical experiment [6], which is a remarkable result considering the significantly
higher complexity of the current task of the higher-resolution generation.

(iii) We do not attribute any definite meaning to the average time spent on inspection
of each separate image. Nevertheless, images produced by R2D2-GANs take the longest
to classify. We suggest to interpret this as the R2D2-generated synthetic imagery posing
the higher challenge for distinguishing it from real.

Our method outperforms the original pix2pix according to all the metrics in this
assessment. It is also comparable with the current state of art - MC-pix2pix [6],
which achieves the human labelling accuracy of 52% for images of much smaller
resolutions. The R2D2, however, surpasses this competitor by the resulting resolution
of the complete images it is capable of generating, while maintaining the comparable
quality of the generated results.
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Train set: Noise SonarSim (flat) SonarSim (rippled) R2D2-GAN

Recall 0.00 0.3314 0.2255 0.4843
F1 0.00 0.4895 0.3653 0.6073

Table 3.4 Autonomous Target Recognition experimental results: unfortunately, we
have no access to unrestricted data with real targets at our disposal. However, we
demonstrate, that expanding the ATR training datasets with R2D2-generated data may
help the learning process. Potentially, a higher variety of the terrains available at training
time should help the ATR system to generalise better. Fortunately, there is a Cycle-
GAN-based method [123] to insert some artificial objects into the terrains, that is useful
in this case. The training is conducted on 4 different types of terrains: uniform random
noise, SonarSim1 flat and rippled terrains (respectively less and more challenging for
the ATR), and the R2D2-generated terrains. We train a simple ResNet-type network
over these, and test on the real data with artificial targets embedded.
The results suggest that random noise in this case is completely useless, whereas
R2D2-GAN on the contrary performs better than the competitors.

Generation speed

R2D2 was developed for the larger resolution sonars, such as EdgeTech. EdgeTech
has the speed of acquisition of 160 000 pixels per second. R2D2 has the speed of
generation of about 2.2 times faster than that (again, tested on GTX 1080 Ti (12GB
RAM), implemented in Pytorch, including image loading/processing time.

ATR performance results

ATR perfromance results are available in Table 3.4. Both recall and F1-score12 suggest
that the R2D2-generated terrains provide significantly better training material compared
to the random noise and SonarSim simulator.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented MC-pix2pix and R2D2-GANs - novel techniques for generating
realistic synthetic imagery of any specified resolution and topography via sequential
conditional generation. We provided both the quantitative and qualitative evidence
confirming the realism of the images produced with these methods. The empirical
assessments also suggest significant advantages for the ATR systems trained with
synthetic data generated by MC-pix2pix and R2D2.

12F1-score - harmonic mean between the precision and the recall of the ATR system. Higher values
correspond to the better performance.
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Semantic Maps Generated Images Ground Truth

Fig. 3.18 Objects and artifacts: only a very limited amount of data containing artefacts
and objects was available to us. These visual results are coming from MC-pix2pix
trained on 100 training images only. Semantic maps on the left are grey-scale here, that
is what they look like without yaw data overlay. Different shades represent different
classes - terrains, visual effects, and objects - two darkest shades stand for tyres and
cylinders. Although the generated images demonstrate object and artefact generation
in principle, a more thorough investigation with ideally more data and more variety in
types of artefacts and object could be a topic for the whole new research project. That
is if the suitable data ever become available.

The presented techniques are in principle compatible with nearly any type of GANs,
which might be of benefit for alternative objectives than those explored in this work.
Thus providing the user with the ultimate control over the exact nature of the preferred
data generation process.

The R2D2-GANs are practically unlimited in the image resolution they can generate
(at expense of the generation speed), which makes them immediately applicable to even
higher resolution sonars, such as the Synthetic Aperture Sonars. Nonetheless, in the
future work we intend to optimise this method further to make sure the fastest possible
speed of the image generation for even higher resolutions.
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3.7 Potential Directions for the Future Research

Dealing with Artefacts. Sonar data often feature various visual artefacts, such as
surface return for instance - a bright vertical line, running in parallel to the water column,
caused by the reflection of the sound from surface when the vehicle is relatively close
to the surface. These are usually of no interest for practical reasons, however if needed
they can be easily reproduced as well by labelling the surface return as a separate class
at train time, and then using the pseudo-altitude data for reasonably placing this label
into the semantic maps to be translated into a realistic output. Some examples of the
results are available in Figure 3.18.

Dealing with Objects. We have used [123] for inpainting objects into the simulated
images solely because we did not have an access to data containing sufficient amount of
the training examples of objects. It is however a trivial extension to produce any type of
desired object within MC-pix2pix and R2D2 pipelines just by adding different types
of objects as additional classes. Figure 3.18 has some examples of this, they are of
limited quality because of the extremely small size of the available dataset containing
the objects.

Potential use of MC-pix2pix for semantic segmentation. The translation direction
could be reversed from realistic images to semantic maps instead, in order to create a
segmentation algorithm. It is a well-researched problem for multiple types of image
data from aerial views segmentation [127] to medical image segmentation [128]. Some
visual results of the most basic version of MC-pix2pix-based segmentation applied
to sonar image segmentation are provided in Figure 3.19. To give you a rough idea,
the accuracy we instantly achieved with the minimal post-processing of the resulting
segmented images is 93.63%±7.85% on average across 9 texture classes. However, an
in-depth investigation is needed to

(i) figure out where the artefacts from Figure 3.19 (bottom row, middle image)
come from,

(ii) what are the accuracy scores within the texture classes for the class-balanced
training datasets,

(iii) how shifting the class balance within a training dataset might affect the
performance,

(iv) what is the influence of adding more classes.

It is an interesting and useful direction, however, since it is enough work for the whole
new research project, we leave this further investigation for the future work.
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Sonar Data Generated Semantic Maps True Semantic Maps

Fig. 3.19 Semantic Segmentation with MC-pix2pix-style network: this application
would pretty much require to just reverse the previously explained order of things -
instead of translating from semantic maps into realistic sonar scans, we would train MC-
pix2pix to translate from realistic looking images into the semantic maps. The resulting
segmentation is mostly pretty accurate, other than the blurry borders between the classes
(please compare the middle column to the right column). However, it occasionally
returns weird artifacts, that look like the ones in the last example (bottom row middle
vs. right). This might be down to the imprecise manual labelling used to acquire the
semantic maps used for training the segmentation network, however verifying this guess
would require considerable additional investigation.



Chapter 4

Generative Policy Networks for
Behavioural Repertoires Generation1

Learning algorithms are enabling robots to solve increasingly challenging real-world
tasks. These approaches often rely on demonstrations and reproduce the behavior
shown. Unexpected changes in the environment or in robot morphology may require
using different behaviors to achieve the same effect, for instance to reach and grasp an
object in changing clutter. An emerging paradigm addressing this robustness issue is
to learn a diverse set of successful behaviors for a given task, from which a robot can
select the most suitable policy when faced with a new environment. In this paper, we
explore a novel realization of this vision by learning a generative model over policies.
Rather than learning a single policy, or a small fixed repertoire, our generative model
for policies compactly encodes an unbounded number of policies and allows novel
controller variants to be sampled. Leveraging our generative policy network, a robot can
sample novel behaviors until it finds one that works for a new scenario. We demonstrate
this idea with an application of robust ball-throwing in the presence of obstacles, as
well as joint-damage-robust throwing. We show that this approach achieves a greater
diversity of behaviors than an existing evolutionary approach, while maintaining good
efficacy of sampled behaviors, allowing a Baxter robot to hit targets more often when
ball throwing in the presence of varying obstacles or joint impediments.

1This chapter consists of the materials published as a conference paper ‘Behavioral Repertoire via
Generative Adversarial Policy Networks’ in IEEE International Conference of Developmental Learning
and Epigenetic Robotics 2019, as well as its journal extension accepted for publication in the special
issue of IEEE Transactions on Cognitive and Developmental Systems.
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Fig. 4.1 An example obstacle-occluded environment, for which the GPN-generated
policy repertoire can offer solutions.

4.1 Introduction

Robots are increasingly able to solve challenging tasks by learning controllers. While
reinforcement or imitation learning approaches can be effective, they typically learn a
single ideal solution to a given control problem, and the robustness of that solution to
challenging situational variants (e.g., changing/complex obstacles, such as in Fig. 4.1,
or damage to the robot) is hard to guarantee. If a control policy fails due such an
unexpected environmental change, robots can try to adapt their control policy to a new
situation through re-planning [129] or adapting a learned policy [130, 131]. Beyond
such adaptation, when animals face a challenging environment in which a previously
learned behavior fails, they also draw on an additional capability: leveraging a suite of
other known behaviors that are expected to solve the task at hand [132]. Exploration
within a set of diverse historical behaviors that solved a task can quickly lead to a
solution that succeeds in a new environment [132]. Such behavioral repertoire-based
approaches are emerging as promising techniques for robustly solving tasks [132–134].

Existing realizations of this robustness-through-diversity vision are often based on
evolutionary algorithms that train a diverse set (population) of controllers that solve a
given task [133, 134]. However this approach has several drawbacks: storing a large
database of controllers is not compact, and there is only as much diversity as is contained
in the population of controllers. We argue that a preferable instantiation of this vision is
to learn a generative model over controllers. Firstly, it is compact – only the parameters
of the generative model rather than a large list of controllers need to be stored. Secondly,
the available diversity is not limited to the instances in a fixed length list. By sampling
a generative model over controllers, an unlimited number of distinct controllers can be
obtained. And with a sufficiently flexible generative model, sampled controllers need
not be simple interpolations between controllers used to train the generative model.
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Samples could encode novel solutions to the problem by drawing diverse aspects of
multiple training policies.

This approach is coherent with the exploratory behavior of infants (and other
animals) – specifically their ability to perform a behavior in high variation so there
is a distribution of actions associated with each behavior [135]. Our method models
this distribution. Following the example of other progressive sequential architectures
– [136, 137], we propose a simple two-staged developmental framework where one
first builds up the initial repertoire of actions (using methods such as quality-diversity
search [138]), and then generalizes beyond this repertoire via our proposed generative
model. Our progression from a library-based approach to a generative-model can also
be considered a representational re-description [139], between developmental waves
[135].

While conceptually appealing, training generative models over policies is non-trivial.
The space of reasonable policies likely to solve a given task is a complicated manifold
within the space of all policies, considering actuator redundancy, non-linearities and
so on. We therefore propose to apply generative adversarial networks (GANs) [140]
to model the distribution over policies that solve a given task using a neural network,
thus defining a generative policy network (GPN). In our framework the GPN models
the distribution over policy parameters, so that each sample from the GPN defines
a specific robot controller. Multiple samples from the GPN therefore correspond to
different solutions to the task that the GPN is trained on. To generate training data for
the GPN we exploit quality-diversity (QD) search evolutionary algorithms [138] to find
a diverse set of policies that solve a task. Once trained, a GPN then provides a compact
source of diverse and novel policies likely to solve variants of that task. Compared
to a conventional GAN, we find it beneficial to regularize GPN-training by requiring
it to generate not only a controller but the outcome of running that controller (i.e. to
simulate the forward model, or reconstruct the input goal state), and this is also useful
as a way to pick promising policies (e.g., sample the GPN until a policy is drawn which
is expected to work in the current environment).

We demonstrate our approach through the specific application of target-conditional
ball-throwing [141, 142] in the presence of confounding obstacles or joints impediments.
Throwing is often formalized as a contextual policy problem where a movement primi-
tive for throwing is synthesized conditionally on the desired target position [141, 142].
In the presence of obstacles however, the most ’natural’ way to throw to a given target
may be blocked. Nevertheless, there are multiple throwing movements that hit a given
target. We show that the ability to model – and sample from a distribution of controllers
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allows the robot to find throwing controllers that can avoid any given motion constraint.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [5].

4.2 Related Work

Learning Robot Control Typical approaches to learning robot control include learning
by demonstration [143], reinforcement learning to maximize some extrinsic reward
[141], or demonstration-based initialization followed by policy search-based reinforce-
ment learning to fine-tune the demonstrated policy. Those policy search algorithms in
turn can often be categorized into gradient-based [144, 145] and gradient-free methods
such as Bayesian optimization [146] and evolutionary search [147]. An advantage of
evolutionary methods is that they often provide a population of policies as a byproduct,
rather than a single best controller.

Where obstacles can impede behavior, a standard robotics approach is to localise
the obstacle and plan a movement that avoids it [148]. However this requires both (i)
accurate 3D obstacle localisation and (ii) appropriate adaptive planning capabilities.
One or other of these sensing and reasoning capabilities may not be available at the
required efficacy level at a given developmental stage in an animal or robot. In contrast
generating diverse behaviors and exploring them until one works has lower prerequisites
and hence is suitable for earlier developmental stages.

Behavioral Diversity in Robot Control For a robot to be able to deal rapidly with
new and unanticipated situations, a recently proposed approach consists of building
a large repertoire of behaviors in which it should be possible to find one adapted to a
newly arising situation or environment. The repertoire creation step can be done in a
preliminary phase and a learned repertoire subsequently used to accelerate the adaptation
to an unanticipated situation by relying on a selection process instead of a full learning
process [132]. Promoting behavioral diversity is a key feature of a repertoire creation
process. Driven by research on novelty search [149], evolutionary approaches have
been adapted to generate a behaviorally diverse set of solutions instead of converging to
a single solution optimizing a given fitness function [133]. These algorithms are called
Quality Diversity algorithms [150, 151] and are used here to bootstrap the proposed
method. Our proposed GPN builds on QD-search by leveraging its results as training
data. However, in contrast to the selection-from-repertoire paradigm of QD, it has
several interrelated benefits: (i) We can more compactly store a large repertoire by
storing instead the parameters of a generative model that represents that repertoire of
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behaviors2. (ii) Rather than a fixed size database of behaviors, the generative model
can continue to sample unlimited new behaviors until a suitable one is found. (iii)
Samples drawn from the generative model of behaviors can discover novelty beyond
the initial training repertoire, by combining aspects from different training behaviors.
(iv) Importantly the GPN approach is better suited for contextual policies. To solve a
contextual policy task like diverse throwing to different targets, a library-based approach
increases the required data collection and repertoire storage size dramatically because it
would need to keep samples of many different throwing targets, and for each of those
targets, samples of many different ways to throw there. In contrast, given a few samples
of different throwing targets, a contextual policy GPN can extrapolate and draw many
different controllers for throwing to any given target.

Generating Diverse Policies Another somewhat related work [152] covers diverse
policy generation in a model-based framework. DIAYN [152] learns diverse skills
(policies), assessing the diversity by the variety of states they visit in the process of
RL-style unsupervised exploration. The main difference is that DIYAN tries to learn a
small set of very distinct skills. While our GPN focuses on one skill type, but learns an
infinite smoothly-varying manifold of controllers covering both all the potential goals
(e.g., movement targets) and ways to achieve those goals. DIYAN also focuses more on
initial exploration (and is thus analogous to QD-search in our pipeline), while we focus
on compactly representing and exploiting the results of such an exploration process.

Generative Adversarial Networks Generative Adversarial Networks were proposed
[140] to address the challenge of learning a neural network-based generative model
for complex high-dimensional data. The key idea being that generator training is
enabled by a second discriminator network that is simultaneously adversarially trained
to distinguish true training data and the generator’s synthetic examples. To improve
its ability to fool the discriminator the generator must generate increasingly realistic
synthetic samples. There have since been numerous extensions including convolutional
GANs [153], conditional GANs [154, 155], disentanglement and interpretable latent
codes [156], and improvements of GAN training stability with regards to challenges
such as non-convergence and mode-collapse [? 65].

Generative Adversarial Network Applications The vast majority of GAN applications
are in image generation tasks [140, 153, 157? , 155]. In robotics, GANs have been
applied in robot haptic recognition [158]. Autoencoding VAE-GAN has been used for

2Compact in principle - depending on the number and kind of the controllers needed. QD, as a search
algorithm, takes time to produce valid trajectories, moreover it does so at random, compared to the GPN
operating in a target-conditional manner. Further in this chapter a trained GPN generator is roughly
comparable in size with the initial QD library that GPN was trained on, which makes GPN a better choice
in principle if we want to expand beyond size of the original QD training data set.
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visual representation learning to process visual input in support of vision-based actuation
in control [159]. The most related application of GANs has been in an imitation or
inverse reinforcement learning context by GAIL and InfoGAIL [160, 64]. GAIL
trains a single policy by imitation learning by matching generated and demonstrated
state-action pairs distribution. In contrast, GPN trains a distribution over policies

by matching generated and demonstrated policy distribution. Furthermore, all GPN
distribution generation is target-conditional, while GAIL has no conditioning. InfoGAIL
extends GAIL to a multiple expert setting, training a small discrete set of policies by
matching a generated policy distribution conditioned on a discrete latent variable,
and a demonstrated set of policies. In contrast GPN trains a continuous distribution

over policies by distribution matching. GPN enables conditioning on a continuous
variable such as target, while InfoGAIL conditions by selecting a discrete policy. To
our knowledge neural network generators have not previously been applied to sample
diverse continuously distributed control policies, or to the generation of diverse robot
behaviors, as we explore here.

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Generative Policy Networks

Unconditional Policies Robot behaviors are defined by a control policy π operating
in some state space S and action space A . Thus while generative models are con-
ventionally used to define a distribution p(x) over data instances x, our GPN defines a
distribution p(π) over policies π , which are themselves functions π : S → A . Given a
set of training policies Dtrain = {πi}, we train our GPN to estimate the distribution over
observed policies.

Assuming the policies in question lie in some parametric family, then each is
identified by some parameter vector (e.g., weights in a neural network [131], radial
basis function (RBF) kernels in a dynamic movement primitive (DMP) [143, 142]).
By training a generator Gφ to generate such parameters, samples from the generator
are interpretable as controllers. In this case the discriminator enables the training of
the generator by learning to distinguish between real policies in Dtrain and generator
synthesized policies π = Gφ (z). Once the generator learns to fool the discriminator,
and assuming it does not mode collapse, then samples from the generator represent
diverse control policies that are novel yet statistically indistinguishable from the training
policies. We denote sampling policies from the distribution implied by the generator
Gφ (z) under a given noise distribution p(z) as π ∼ pGφ

(π).
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Contextual Policies We aim to go beyond simple fixed behaviors to work with
contextual policies that are parameterized by a goal condition to achieve [141, 143]. For
a goal directed policy such as our intended application of robot throwing, we need not
just a controller (e.g., a throwing movement), but a conditioning mechanism [154, 156]
that generates a controller that achieves the right goal (e.g., a throwing movement
that hits a specific target). As described above, if the training set Dtrain consists of
controllers throwing to multiple different locations, then sampled policies π ∼ pGφ

(π)

will throw to new locations within the distribution of training targets. If the training set
Dtrain consists of multiple controllers that throw in different ways to the same location,
then π ∼ pGφ

(π) will sample novel policies that throw to that same location. In the
contextual policy case we want a policy that achieves a specifiable goal. Thus we define
a conditional generator π = Gφ (z,c), π ∼ pGφ (c)(π) to sample policies π that target a
specific landing point c. Thus we can both throw at a specified target (set the generator
condition), and also find multiple ways to throw there (sample the generator).

4.3.2 Application to Throwing

For application to throwing, we assume a set of training policies, and denote sampling
these as π ∼ pdata(π) and π,c ∼ pdata(π,c). We then train a conditional generator
network Gφ (z,c) as below. The third term is an added regularizer that requires the
generator to reconstruct the landing point of the policy that it just sampled. Here
Gφ (z,c)T means sample the policy and its target point and take only the target point
term, and Gφ (z,c)¬T means the opposite.

min
Gφ

max
Dψ

V (Gφ ,Dψ) = Eπ,c∼pdata(π,c)[logDψ(π,c)]

+Ez∼p(z),c∼pdata(c)[log(1−Dψ(Gφ (z,c)¬T ))]

+
∥∥Gφ (z,c)T − c

∥∥
2

(4.1)

Policy Representation We have applied our framework successfully to many different

policy representations including sampling the RBF parameters of the forcing term of
a DMP, but we found the following simple representation effective and easy to tune.
For our Baxter robot arm, we represent the π as a 15D vector defining a high-level
open-loop controller in terms of the ball release time, and effector position and velocity
at release. Specifically π = [θθθ tT , θ̇θθ tT , tT ], where θθθ tT and θ̇θθ tT are 7D robot arm joint
angles and joint velocities at launch time, and tT is the launch time.
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The goal condition c is a 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate of the ball landing
point. There are multiple launch configurations as described above, that result in the
same landing point c, and the trained GPN will sample this space of configurations.

Policy Execution With the policy definition above, samples from our GPN constitute
a high-level action plan of how to launch the ball. To actually actuate this we map the
high-level action into an open loop controller for low-level actuation via the following
third-order polynomial function of time:

θθθ ti = α4

(
ti
tT

)3

+α3

(
ti
tT

)2

+α2

(
ti
tT

)
+α1 (4.2)

with θ̇θθ ti =
dθθθ ti
dti

and θ̈θθ ti =
dθθθ ti
dti

, and parameters:

vti =
1
tT

(
3α4

(
ti
tT

)2

+2α3

(
ti
tT

)
+α2

)
, α1 = θθθ t0 ,

α2 = θ̇θθ t0tT , α3 = 3θθθ tT − θ̇θθ tT tT −2α2 −3α1,
α4 = θθθ tT −α1 −α2 −α3,

where θθθ ti, θ̇θθ ti, θ̈θθ ti are the positions, velocities and accelerations of joints at time t; θθθ t0

and θ̇θθ t0 are initial positions and velocities at time t0 and tT is the time of launch. We
assume the starting robot arm configuration is the same for each trial. Baxter is then
actuated by sending the above joint position, velocity and acceleration plan to a ROS
control node.

4.3.3 Data Collection with QD Search

We describe the collection of data used to train our GPN. Please note that, our main
contribution of GPN is agnostic to the specific method used to collect training data. In
our experiments we use data collected by archive-based Quality Diversity (QD) search
[161], following the principles of Novelty Search with Local Competition (NSLC)
[138], throughout, although other data sources could be used. Specifically, we use the
evolutionary QD search method [138] to find a set of genotypes (high level policies π)
that have diverse behavior-space effects (e.g., arm trajectories and landing positions)
when actuated, while being of high quality (low torque during the entire actuation).
Specifically behaviour-space effect is measured by describing each motion in terms of
an 11D phenotype feature consisting of landing point of the ball, and 3 sets of 3D arm
position descriptors recorded during the throwing. Diversity is then measured via the
negative exponential distance between a behaviour and the dataset so far. QD search
then optimizes for a high quality an diverse dataset. Please see [162] for full details
on QD data generation for throwing. Overall, we use use a realistic Baxter simulation
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(Gazebo) to obtain around 15,000 throwing episodes. Each training episode records
the arm trajectory, ball trajectory, and ball landing point. Since landing points are
continuous variables, there is only one trajectory per landing point. Each arm trajectory
is defined by a single 15D set of parameters, all of the trowing trajectories start in the
same initial position for simplicity sake.

4.3.4 Baselines for Comparison

Evolutionary Repertoire Baseline We use QD search to generate training data for our
GPN as described above, and will exploit our trained GPN to solve a robust throwing
task later. For quantitative comparison, we consider an alternative evolutionary-style
approach to exploiting this data. Such a repertoire-based approach to robust throwing
would treat the dataset as a large library (repertoire), and then solve a new task by
selection from the repertoire [132–134]. To throw to a specific target, the closest
memorized landing point is recalled, and the associated policy is executed. If an
environmental change (e.g., an obstacle) causes that known solution to fail, a lookup
can be performed to find and execute some other policy with approximately the same
landing point, but potentially different arm/ball trajectory. The problem is that this
scales badly: although a large number of throwing episodes (15,000) covers the space
of landing points reasonably well, it is not enough to cover many diverse ways to throw
to each individual landing point. So the lookup-based approach may fail to effectively
find diverse ways to throw to a specific point.

Other Alternatives Besides QD, we also compare two general purpose alternatives to
GPN for robust throwing. KDE: As a non-parametric alternative to our GPN, we define
a target-conditional Kernel Density Estimation [47] model over the same QD-based
training set used by our GPN, so p(π|c) is a Gaussian mixture model. We can then
sample this mixture instead of our GPN. BayesOpt: Bayesian Optimization [163] is
an established approach to adaptive behaviors in robotics [146]. We use the the best
QD-trajectory for the given targets as the starting condition, and then perform Bayesian
optimization for 10 trials for direct comparison to the diversity-based models.

4.4 Experiments

4.4.1 Training data and settings

We apply our GPN to enable a Baxter robot to robustly throw a ball in different
environmental obstacle conditions, as well as within various joint impediment scenarios.
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Fig. 4.2 GPN Generator: inputs noise vector concatenated with the target coordinates
(x,y), gets it through one fully connected and 4 deconvolutional layers (all: strides 2,
padding 1, kernel size 1×2, ReLu-activated, except for the last layer that has Tanh acti-
vation). The result is 17D output where 15D is trajectory parameters and the remaining
two are predicted landing point of the trajectory (x′,y′) - we penalise generator on ability
to output that correctly and show the difference in accuracy it makes in Figure 4.5.
GPN Discriminator: receives the 17D trajectory parameters and landing point (tra-
jectory parameters can be either real or generated, but the landing point is always
real, as the condition must be). Takes it through mirror reflection of the generator - 4
convolutional layers (all: strides 2, padding 1, kernel size 1×2, LeakyReLu-activated,
except for the last layer that is fully connected with sigmoid activation. The output is
the prediction of whether the discriminator thinks identifies policy as real or fake.
For the rest of the details on training target-conditional GPN please refer to sections
4.3.2 and 4.4.1.

Since the Baxter arm has 7 joints, there are 15 parameters for any policy (Eq. 4.2) –
position and velocity for each joint and the launch time. The training data is illustrated
in Figure 4.3 in terms of a heat map of ball landings at different positions on the floor
around the robot (left), and some example training episodes represented by their arm
trajectories, ball trajectories and landing points (right).

Settings Our GPN is built upon DCGAN framework [153], and has a 4-layer RELU-
activated convolutional architecture that maps a 100-dimensional noise vector z to a
15-dimensional output vector representing π . It is trained using 15000 data instances for
1000 epochs, with batch size 250, using Adam optimiser with learning rate 0.0002 and
β1 = 0.5. We used 20 generator updates for each discriminator update. Both QD and
GPN use the same policy representation π , and underlying actuation strategy. Please
refer to Figure 4.2 for the rest of the details on the target-conditional GPN architecture.
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Fig. 4.3 Training data for throwing. Baxter robot is located at (0,0). Left: Frequency of
ball landing points at different floor positions (50×50 bins). Right: Example trajectories
where red line is the end-effector, blue lines are the ball in flight, and magenta points
are the landing points on the floor.

Evaluation Metrics We evaluate the methods with two sets of metrics. For evaluating
simple throwing, we compute: RMSE between the target and actual landing point for
all the trials; Diversity of the trials by taking the ball trajectory, computing equidis-
tant waypoints along it, and then using these to compute a standard deviation of all
trajectories towards a given target; Harmonic Mean aggregates the other two metrics
- accuracy (1−RMSE) and diversity (standard deviation) in order to provide a single
quantitative measure of performance. Note that harmonic mean aggressively penalizes
failure in either metric.

When evaluating the ability of repertoires to perform robust throwing in the presence
of obstacles, or with broken joints, we consider a trial as a success if the ball lands
within radius τ of the intended target. Our metric is SuccessesProportion(k,τ): How
many of the target coordinates does the ball hit successfully (within τ radius), at least k

out of 10 times, when sampling from the repertoire? The idea is that even if obstacles
block some particular throws, or a physical malfunction causes it to fail, a model that
can generate multiple diverse behaviors that all solve the task (i.e., throwing trajectories
that hit the same target) should be able to find at least some (i.e., k) successful solutions.

4.4.2 Experiment 1: Target-conditional throwing

Setup We aim to achieve robust throwing by learning to hit a target in diverse ways.
We therefore first evaluate the ability of our GPN and QD alternative to: (i) accurately
throw to a given position, and simultaneously (ii) find diverse ways of throwing to
each position around the robot. For this purpose we grid the floor space around the
robot into a 5×5 grid (25 target landing points). We experiment both in simulation
(Gazebo Baxter) where we attempt to throw to each of those points 10 times, and then
corroborate those results on the real Baxter where we throw to each coordinate 3 times,
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tracking the ball using an OptiTrack system. We compare results from our GPN with
the standard evolutionary strategy that treats the GPN-training set as a repertoire library
(Sec. 4.4.1).

Results The results in Figure 4.4 plot the landing error and diversity metrics at each
grid point on the floor around the robot. The first two columns compare QD/Library-
based approach with our GPN in simulation; the third column evaluates our GPN results
on the real Baxter robot. From the results of this experiment we make the following
observations: (i) In general QD search has higher accuracy. This is expected as it is
simply recalling previously memorized movements and replaying them exactly, which
unsurprisingly leads to very similar outcomes, and hence high accuracy. In contrast
our GPN is a predictive model that must infer the right policy to throw to any given
target point, so its slightly lower accuracy is understandable. (ii) However, GPN has
much higher diversity. It models the distribution of policies that throw to a conditioning
target, and samples that distribution for each trial. (iii) Aggregating these metrics via
harmonic mean, we see that our GPN performs favorably compared to QD. (iv) When
executing our GPN-sampled controllers on the physical Baxter robot, the results are
comparable to the simulated case (third vs second column). Note that the grey areas to
the left of the map on the results of the real robot are because of walls in the physical
Baxter environment preventing the data collection in these regions.

These results are summarized over all the spatial coordinates in Figure 4.5 (top),
where GPN significantly outperforms QD in terms of harmonic mean. To be as fair as
possible to the QD search alternative, we also considered boosting its diversity by adding
Gaussian noise to the executed policies at each trial. The result in Figure 4.5 (bottom)
shows that noise can improve QD performance. However it must be carefully tuned as
too much noise quickly degrades QD’s accuracy. Overall this result is understandable
as uniformly adding noise to known throwing behaviors can quickly move off the
manifold of good throwing policies. In contrast GPN learns the distribution over
good throwing policies so it can sample novel throwing controllers from within that
distribution. Finally we mention that, as per common safety practice, all our movement
plans are checked for self-collision before execution. We also note that despite lacking
a model of robot kinematics, the vast majority (98.4%) of the diverse plans generated
by GPN are collision free. This indicates that GPN has also learned about the manifold
of reasonable controllers in the sense of non-colliding as well as ability to hit a target.

2Symbolic representations of significance levels in this paper are as follows: ’+’ stands for the method
or parameter against which the rest are compared (usually GPN for methods or the parameter we are
using for the parameter sensitivity assessment), ‘*’ stands for significance level α = 0.05, and ‘**’ - for
α = 0.01.
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Fig. 4.4 Throwing to a 5×5 grid of points on the floor around the robot located at
(0,0) and facing right. Local throwing accuracy (top), diversity (middle), and their
harmonic mean (bottom) when throwing by QD trajectories in simulation, GPN sampled
controllers in simulation, GPN controllers on a real Baxter robot. GPN generally has
higher diversity, and better overall performance (harmonic mean).

4.4.3 Experiment 2.1: Target-conditional throwing with obstacles:
GPN vs QD

Setup Our motivating scenario was to use the learned conditional distribution over
controllers to achieve robust throwing in the presence of obstacles. In this experiment,
we evaluate this quantitatively using Gazebo Baxter simulator. Specifically, we consider
a 5× 5 grid of floor targets as before, and we throw to each of these targets with 10
diverse sampled controllers as before. For each of those throws, we simulate obstacles
and calculate whether an attempted throwing trajectory fails due to robot or ball collision
with the obstacle. To systematically explore these issues we run the simulation for
k = 1 . . .9, τ = 0,0.1, . . . ,1.0, and repeat for different occlusion rates = 1%, . . . ,8%
when calculating SuccessesProportion(k,τ). For simplicity we model occlusions as a
randomly selected set of inaccessible floor areas, where the total proportion of blocked
floor area is the specified occlusion rate. We compute results averaging over a 5×5
target grid, 10 throws per target, and 1000 maps with random obstacle scenarios.

2Symbolic representations of significance levels in this paper are as follows: ’+’ stands for the method
or parameter against which the rest are compared (usually GPN for methods or the parameter we are
using for the parameter sensitivity assessment), ‘*’ stands for significance level α = 0.05, and ‘**’ - for
α = 0.01.
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Fig. 4.5 Top: Summary statistics of throwing to all points on a 5 × 5 floor grid.
The difference between harmonic means of the simulated data for QD and GPN is
statistically significant according to unequal variances t-test with significance level
α = 0.01 (pvalue < 2.78 ·10−12).1 Bottom: Comparison to QD with varying levels of
added noise.
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Fig. 4.6 Robustness of target-conditional throwing in obstacle-occluded environments.
Top: Heat maps illustrate the probability of at least k of 10 throws landing within
τ = 0.2 of the target for different levels of occlusion. QD lookup method. Our GPN
method. Difference between GPN and QD results. Bottom-left: success rate for varying
accuracy requirements τ . Bottom-right: example of the random obstacle environment.

Results Figure 4.6 (bottom-right) shows the Gazebo simulation of Baxter attempting
to throw to a specific target in the presence of randomly generated obstacles. Figure 4.6
(top) shows heat-maps of SuccessesProportion(k,τ = 0.2) for various occlusion rates
and minimum hit requirements k. From these we can make the following observations:
(i) Both QD and GPN methods have higher success rate in the easier bottom left (low
occlusion, low hit ratio required for success), and vice-versa in the harder top right. (ii)
The GPN result is much higher than that of QD for low k values (e.g., k = 1). This
means that the GPN can often find at least one way to hit the target, for this whole
range of occlusion rates. (iii) At very high minimum hit (e.g., k = 9) QD performance
is slightly better than GPN. This is because GPNs slightly lower accuracy means that
it’s rarely the case that as many as 9 out of 10 attempts hit the target. However, at this
stringent hit rate requirement, we note that the success rate of QD in absolute terms is
also very low (around 10%). Finally, Figure 4.6 (bottom-left) shows the success rate
averaged over occlusion rates as a function of different hit-radius requirements. We see
that for a stringent accuracy requirement (τ < 0.1), neither method succeeds. While
for all larger values of τ , GPN consistently outperforms QD in success rate. Overall
the results validate our goal: GPN can throw accurately enough that it often hits the
target, but it does so in diverse enough ways that at least one way can usually be found
to dodge any given obstacle configuration.
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Fig. 4.7 Target-conditional throwing robust to obstacles. Comparison of GPN, QD,
Bayesian Optimisation, and Kernel Density Estimation approaches. GPN is not the most
accurate model, however is very low on collisions due to the diversity of its policies.
Its greater diversity translates into higher SuccessProportion due to better dodging of
random obstacles compared to other methods.2

4.4.4 Experiment 2.2: Target-conditional throwing with obstacles:
Baseline Comparisons

Setup In this experiment, we compare two further alternative approaches to obstacle-
robust throwing: KDE [47] and BayesOpt [163] (Section 4.3.3). We use a simulated
setup where there is a wall randomly placed between Baxter and the target (see supple-
mentary video and Section 4.4.5).

Results The results in Figure 4.7 average over four random goal/wall positions
and compare the different methods in terms of error, diversity, collision rate and
SuccessesProportion(k = 3,τ = 0.2). We see that while GPN is not the most accurate
model, its success rate is best overall. This is because (i) it has good diversity enabling it
to dodge obstacles more often, (ii) it has learned the manifold of reasonable policies, so it
usually also avoids self-colliding or unsafe movements. In contrast, KDE and BayesOpt
often generate self-colliding movements or hit the obstacle. Kernel Density Estimation
suffers from being an inefficient/inaccurate model of relatively high-dimensional (15D)
policies. Bayesian Optimization purposefully adapts the actuator movement to avoid
the obstacle, but cannot succeed in the relatively small number (10) of available trials.

4.4.5 Experiment 2.3: Physical Baxter robust conditional throw-
ing with obstacles

To test our method, we sample the conditional GPN ten times to generate ten diverse
controllers that should throw to the required point. We simulate them to check for
collisions with the obstacle, and found three of these avoided collision and landed into
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Fig. 4.8 Two examples of obstacle robust throwing behaviors obtained by sampling our
learned distribution over policies. The GPN is conditioned on the target location, and
samples controllers for throwing there until samples are drawn that generate neither
robot nor ball collisions. For a video of this experiment please refer to the supplementary
material: https://youtu.be/2LCnaa89erM
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the basket in simulation. This validates that the GPN has indeed learned to generalize
and samples novel behaviors. Figure 4.8 shows the successful execution of two of these
controllers. We can see that the ability to generate diverse trajectories enables the robot
to successfully hit the required target with the ball while dodging the given obstacle.3

4.4.6 Experiment 3: Throwing with damaged joints

Setup Another potential motivation for modeling behavioural diversity is to enable a
robot to adapt its behaviour in response to physical damage [132]. In this experiment we
explore this idea by evaluating the ability of GPN to find a behaviour that enables Baxter
robot to complete its throwing task despite a hardware failure in one or more joints.
There are various ways in which a joint can be damaged, for example: being jammed
in a fixed position (unlikely in practice), full or partial joint sensor or actuator failure
causing complete or semi-random motion. We are focusing on the latter. To simulate
hardware sensor failure for a selected joint, random uniform noise is inserted to replace
the planned velocity while performing a movement. This event would cause many (but
perhaps not all) potential throwing plans to fail. So the aim is to show that GPN can
generate diverse enough behaviours that at least some attempts succeed despite the
hardware malfunction.

As before, the quantitative assessment has been run using Gazebo Baxter simulator.
In this experiment Baxter is operating on a fixed subset of 5 targets from a 5× 5
grid of floor targets as described in subsection 4.4.4. The controllers are sampled
by the GPN from the target-conditional distribution learned from the training data.
Baxter throws to each of the floor targets with 10 different controllers sampled by the
GPN. For comparison we conduct the same set of experiments using the behavioural
library assembled with the QD-search. The assessment metrics are near-identical to the
subsection 4.4.3.

We assess the SuccessesProportion(k,τ = 0.2) in terms of how many throws can
be land within τ distance of the desired target. The value of τ for the first set of results
is selected arbitrarily and there are the further results are provided, demonstrating
how the SuccessesProportion(k,τ) changes with respect to τ . In this experiment the
SuccessesProportion is expressed in terms of the of the number of successful throws
for each individual damaged joint scenario. The Baxter robot has 7 joints, (denoted 1 to
7, where 1 is the closest to the body and 7 the closest to the end-effector, Figure 4.9,
left). We repeat this experiment, simulating each joint being broken in turn, as well as
some combinations of broken joints.

3For a video of this experiment please refer to the supplementary material:
https://youtu.be/2LCnaa89erM
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Fig. 4.9 Robustness of target-conditional throwing broken down by damaged joint.
Left: the numbering of Baxter actuator joints. Here and in all the previous experiments
Baxter only uses its right arm for throwing. Since it is symmetric, results should be
the same for either side. Right: Heat maps illustrate the probability of at least k out of
10 throws landing within τ = 0.07 of the target for different individual joints impeded.
The first heat-map corresponds to the QD library lookup method, the second - to our
GPN method, third shows the difference between the GPN and QD results. Our GPN
sampling is equal or better than QD lookup for the majority of the scenarios, with the
exception of larger k values for joints 1, 3, and 6. (Picture of Baxter (left) comes from
[164].)
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Fig. 4.11 Robust target-conditional throwing with multiple actuator joints disabled. Left:
damaging 3 last actuator joints, one after the other, starting with the one closest to the
end-effector. There is not much difference between the compared methods in this case:
For very small values of τ , i.e. for a very precise throwing requirement our GPN is
slightly better. However, for the less precise throwing requirement, QD is slightly better.
Right: "damaging" three first actuator joints, starting with the closest one to the body.
The data suggests that the GPN-sampled policies usually outperform the QD ones.

Results: Joint-wise Results are presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. First of all, similar
to Figure 4.6 for the obstacle occlusion experiments we compare QD and GPN’s ability
to deal with impediments, in this case individual damaged joints. Evidently from
Figure 4.9 heat-maps of SuccessesProportion(k,τ = 0.07), there is some variability
in how well each model deals with individual broken joints, e.g., QD is relatively
weaker for joint 2 and 7; GPN is weaker for joint 1. Nevertheless, in aggregate the
GPN-sampled controllers are more often successful than QD ones, especially for the
lower values of required minimum successful hits. The QD policies, however precise in
the initial environment, provide no diversity of execution per fixed target. The diversity
of the GPN policies translates into a higher chance of at least one out of ten of its
policies overcoming the difficulty presented by an impaired joint.

Further, the following observations can be made: (i) the QD library is very evenly
successful (or otherwise) over k for each damaged joint. This can be attributed to its
high precision and low diversity - if the chosen trajectory happens to not be affected
by the damaged joint very much and hits the target, it is likely to hit it for all 10
attempts. Unlike the averaging over the obstacle occlusion scenarios the stochasticity
of the broken joints appears to represent a much more uniform constraint for the QD
library. Thus, leading to performance less dependent on the minimal number of throws
required. (ii) In contrast, the GPN offers a set of diverse solutions - so one of them
being successful does not guarantee the success of the other ones - leading to relatively
weaker performance at high k. (iii) Despite a small subset of scenarios where the QD
library is more efficient, GPN shows comparable or better performance in the majority
of cases, especially for the smaller amount of the minimal successful hits required
(Figures 4.9, right). In principle, if one is not limited in the number of attempts, the
GPN can be thus sampled until success is achieved.
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Fig. 4.12 Baseline Comparison.3 Comparison of GPN, to QD and KDE, averaged
across the multiple targets and damaged joints cases. All three have comparable Error
rates, however the ratio of self-collisions is noticeably higher for KDE. The better
success-rate of the GPN comes from the higher diversity of its controllers, overcoming
the joints impediments.

The previous results are for an arbitrarily chosen accuracy threshold, τ . We next
present a different view of the results by fixing the required hits k and varying the
required accuracy τ . The plots in Figure 4.10 (right) show the probability of at least
half of the executed throws landing in the basket, for a few example joints.

Results: Aggregate Finally, we present aggregate results averaged over all the po-
tential damage points. Figure 4.10 (left) shows success rate as a function of accuracy
threshold τ for some hit-rate requirements k = 1,3,5, when averaged across all the
affected joint cases. Across all accuracy thresholds τ , the GPN policies are overall
equally or more successful than QD at functioning successfully despite broken joints.

In summary, the results confirm that a GPN-based diversity strategy can successfully
overcome joint failures for most of the scenarios considered. This in turn demonstrates
the generalisation of GPN beyond the QD library upon which it was trained.

Baseline comparisons As in the experiments with the obstacle-occluded environment,
we compare our GPN to alternative approaches in terms of aggregate statistics. Besides
the library-based QD, we also consider sampling the Kernel Density Estimate defined
over the same QD-based training set used by our GPN. The results presented next
come from the same experiment above, averaging across the variety of damaged joint
situations. As before we assess the methods in terms of the of error, diversity, collision
rate and SuccessesProportion(k = 3,τ = 0.1). We conduct this experiment for one
damaged joint at a time, performing 10 throws each to a selection of target points.
Finally, we compute the average of each metric over all the target points and all the
damaged joints.

The results in Figure 4.12 suggest that for throwing with an impeded joint, the
average accuracy of the models is very similar. KDE exhibits a slightly higher self-
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collision rate compared to the other two. And our GPN has the better Success Rate,
facilitated by the higher diversity of its policies.

Multiple Damaged Joints A more challenging scenario is one in which multiple joints
are simultaneously affected. We evaluate two settings. First is "damaging" the joints
from the wrist joint 7 (in practice the most frequent to get damaged) up to the joint
5. Figure 4.11 (left) suggests that there is no clear difference between the compared
methods. The second setting, is "damaging" joints starting with the joint 1 and going up
to the joint 3. The results presented in Figure 4.11 (right) show that the GPN is usually
equally or more successful than the QD in overcoming the multi-joint failures for the
joints closer to the body.

4.4.7 Further Analysis

We finally evaluate the sensitivity of GPN to various hyper-parameters. Unless stated
otherwise, the results in this section are averaged across test runs of 250 trajectories -
10 throws to 25 different targets, where targets remain the same for all the models to
ensure the fair comparison4.

Noise Parameters GAN-type models such as our GPN uniquely exploit a noise source
to generate their diversity. We evaluate the impact of two parameters: the dimensionality
and distribution of our latent noise source. Our experiments thus far were carried out
with a 100D noise vector. Figure 4.13 (left) shows the results obtained from the same
GPN configuration, but trained with noise inputs of various sizes. The results show
that our 100D noise vector model exhibits the highest diversity, while maintaining one
of the lowest error- and collision-rates. The larger 200D candidate also works well,
implying that our model is not very sensitive to the size of the noise vector once it is
above a minimum threshold. We also compared spherical versus uniformly distributed
noise, but detected no clear difference in performance.

Training Epochs and Dataset Size Another factor to consider is the number of training
epochs. The results in Figure 4.13 (right) show that performance generally improves
with more epochs, suggesting that our GPN is converging to a good solution without
overfitting or diverging. Notably, a sufficiently well-trained model produces nearly zero
self-collisions.

Finally, we ask the question of how much data is necessary to train our model? The
effect of training dataset size on the performance metrics is shown in Figure 4.14. The
sizes compared are 1000, 5000, 10000, and 15000 (the total number of the training data

4Please note that unlike in the rest of the paper these results are based on training the GPN for 100
training epochs (for speed sake). This is justifiable as there is no statistically significant difference
between 100 and 1000 training epochs according to Fig. 4.13, right.
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Fig. 4.13 Parameter sensitivity.3 Left-to-right: 1. Sensitivity of the GPN to the size
of the generator noise vector in terms of the average local metrics (average error, ratio
of self-collisions, and diversity of the trajectories).The GPN with 100D noise vector
has been used for the rest of the results in this work, due to high diversity and low
error. 2. Sensitivity to distribution of the noise GPN noise vector. Both spherical and
uniform random noise perform similarly, so we stick with the random uniform noise. 3.
GPN performance after various training epochs. The results confirm, that once trained
sufficiently GPN produces next to no self-collisions.
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Fig. 4.14 Dataset Size.3 Comparative performance of the same GPN configuration
trained with datasets of different sizes. Despite the difference in the sizes of the training
datasets, the performance is very comparable.

available). Performance is best with the largest 15000 sample dataset. However, we can
see that it degrades relatively slowly with the decreasing amount of data, suggesting
that the large scale training data is not crucial for our framework.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Summary

To summarise, the results show that the GPN is capable of generating significantly more
diverse conditional throwing policies compared to the initial training data at a small cost
of accuracy (Experiment 1). This enables the GPN to successfully perform in two major
applications - obstacle avoidance robust throwing (Experiment 2) and robust throwing
in unknown broken joints setting (Experiment 3).
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In case of the obstacle avoidance, we declare a success if at least k/10 trials results in
a hit. Here the GPN approach is clearly better when a smaller amount of successful hits
is acceptable. The lookup-table of QD data outperforms it when at least 80% success
level required (Figure 4.6), because it will just repeat the same looked-up trajectory
10 times, hence ≈ 80−90% success, if that trajectory happens to be successful in a
particular obstacle setting. But in absolute terms both methods perform badly against
this stringent requirement. These results are valid assuming no feedback is available
about the result (hit or miss). If such feedback is available, the GPN could repeat its
first successful trajectory in each setting, which will would further improve its success
rates.

In the broken joints application, GPN similarly improves on QD when a smaller
numbers of successful hits are required (Figure 4.9). It seems like QD policies are
relatively more robust to certain joint failures (1, 3, and 6). However overall there is still
an obvious benefit to using GPN in the settings of 1-3 unknown broken joints (Figures
8-12).

4.5.2 Significance

Overall our contribution fits in with and extends the successful existing line of work
on learning repertoire-based robust behaviours [132–134, 162]. Rather than learning a
fixed repertoire, where available diversity is set after training; we learn a conditional gen-
erative model for behaviours that can sample additional diversity online at run-time, and
do so conditionally on a specified goal. This both allows increased robustness through
greater available diversity, and potentially better scalability to very large repertoires due
to carrying a parametric behaviour generator in place of an exhaustive behaviour library.
Although we evaluated our technique on throwing, the methodology is generic and
could be applied to any setting addressable by open-loop controller. Thus this provides
a valuable tool that could help realise the vision of achieving robot robustness through
behavioural diversity.

4.5.3 Future Work

In future, we intend to explore applying the proposed generative policy network frame-
work for generating low-dimensional closed-loop controllers such as dynamic move-
ment primitives [143] rather than our current open-loop controllers, and application to
different kinds of tasks besides throwing [162]. Rather than relying on a fixed training
set, we would also like to close the loop between generator learning and training set
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collection, and gather data more efficiently by leveraging the GPN’s ability to condition
on a desired target.

4.6 Conclusion

We introduced the idea of generative policy networks, for defining a generative model
over policies. We showed that our generative policy network provides a way to com-
pactly encode a large set of known behaviors, and that sampling the GPN provides a
way to draw unlimited novel controllers that are related-to but different-from known
training behaviors. We showed how to apply this novel idea to provide an effective
repertoire-based solution to challenging tasks including obstacle-robust throwing and
joint-damage-robust throwing. This adds to the existing promising line of research
on behavioural diversity and brings us one step closer to achieving robust behaviour
through behavioural repertoire.





Chapter 5

SIDE-GANs for Trajectory
Generation for Dynamic System
Identification1

Dynamic System Identification approaches usually heavily rely on the evolutionary
and gradient-based optimisation techniques to produce optimal excitation trajectories
for determining the physical parameters of robot platforms. Current optimisation
techniques tend to generate single trajectories. This is expensive, and intractable for
longer trajectories, thus limiting their efficacy for system identification. We propose to
tackle this issue by using multiple shorter cyclic trajectories, which can be generated
in parallel, and subsequently combined together to achieve the same effect as a longer
trajectory. Crucially, we show how to scale this approach even further by increasing
the generation speed and quality of the dataset through the use of generative adversarial
network (GAN) based architectures to produce a large databases of valid and diverse
excitation trajectories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first robotics work to
explore system identification with multiple cyclic trajectories and to develop GAN-
based techniques for scaleably producing excitation trajectories that are diverse in
both control parameter and inertial parameter spaces. We show that our approach
dramatically accelerates trajectory optimisation, while simultaneously providing more
accurate system identification than the conventional approach.

1This chapter has been accepted for publication in IEEE International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems 2020.
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5.1 Introduction

In the light of the continuous improvement in robotic mechanical design, the importance
of accurate models for robot dynamics increases immensely. Model inaccuracies can
have a significant effect on control, stability, and motion optimisation of the platforms.
Hence the problem of system identification in robotics is currently being revisited.
All dynamics system identification techniques are highly data-dependent in the sense
that their parameter estimation efficacy, and the generalisation of dynamics models
using these parameters, are highly affected by the quality of the trajectories used for
exploration.

Most conventional system identification methods rely on a single parameterised
trajectory [165–167]. Such trajectories are limited in how much they can explore system
parameters within their set length. Extending the length of this trajectory alleviates this
limitation, however the computation required to generate an optimal excitation trajectory
grows rapidly with trajectory length, and quickly becomes intractable. We explore
whether generating multiple shorter diverse trajectories can be used to achieve the same
effect more scaleably than existing methods – or to outperform them – by effectively
allowing the generation of longer overall trajectories. If many shorter trajectories,
diverse in the inertial parameter space, can be generated, they can ultimately better
explore all the parameters than a single longer trajectory, while being easy and cheap
to generate in parallel. Furthermore, assuming that they are cyclic (same start and
end condition), the set of short trajectories can be concatenated for easy execution in
sequence. We provide experimental results to confirm that generating multiple shorter
excitation trajectories tends to be better than the equivalently long single excitation
trajectory in terms of system identification performance.

To fully leverage this paradigm of system identification trajectory generation, we
need the ability to efficiently generate numerous diverse short excitation trajectories.
To this end, we propose a pipeline where a traditional trajectory optimizer is used to
generate an initial seed dataset, after which we train a Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) on this seed set2. Once trained the GAN provide a surrogate model for excitation
trajectory optimisation that can effectively generate an unlimited number of diverse
short excitation trajectories rapidly and in parallel. Our generative model is optimised
with respect to the validity (in terms of the constraints and avoiding self-collisions) and
fitness (excitation) scores, in order to generate a dataset that is maximally informative
about system dynamics.

2Here and later “seed set” stands for the original training set of shorter informative trajectories.
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Our proposed method is called System IDEntification GAN (SIDE-GAN). In princi-
ple, the SIDE-GAN is indifferent to the dynamics model behind the training trajectories.
So, given the suitable initial training dataset, SIDE-GAN can provide quality training
data for either parametric, semi-parametric, or even for some non-parametric system
models. Our empirical results show that our SIDE-GAN approach improves the ac-
curacy of parameter estimation and torque prediction, with a recursive least squares
identified model. Furthermore, our generation speed increases by over two magnitudes
compared to the original short trajectories optimisation, and allow us to generate a total
excitation trajectory length that is intractable with traditional long-trajectory optimi-
sation. Our empirical results are demonstrated using both real and simulated KUKA
LWR IV manipulation platforms.

5.2 Related Work

Current models for dynamics system identification. Previous work on generating ex-
citing trajectories for inertial parameter identification has mainly focused on approaches
that optimize a single parameterized trajectory for optimal excitation [165–167]. Typ-
ically, this is achieved by maximizing the identifiability of each parameter via the
stacked regressor matrix from the trajectory that is being optimised (please refer to the
Section 5.3 for more details).

The optimization metrics tend to be highly non-linear with even more complex
constraints, such as avoiding self-collision or certain regions of space completely. The
optimization task is thus extremely difficult due to non-smoothness and many local
minima. Genetic algorithms [167] are often used, but take many iterations to converge.
Moreover, the cost of evaluating a single step of this optimizations is more than O(n3)

in the desired length of the trajectory.
To our knowledge no previous work has explored optimizing multiple trajectories.

Our divide-and-conquer approach can generate longer (and thus more informative)
trajectories than the traditional approach. Besides being over two orders of magnitude
faster, we find that our multi-trajectory can outperform the standard approach, even
when controlling for the total length of the final trajectory.

Generative Adversarial Networks GANs [4] are a family of neural network methods,
that have gained popularity for realistic image generation since 2014. They have since
been applied to a multitude of tasks, although their primarily focus has largely remained
realistic image and video generation [83, 55, 88, 59, 89], for example from captions.

Compared to the image generation area, there is still comparatively little research
on how GANs can be of significant help in the field of robotics. Conventional image
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GANs can generate data to assist training visual recognition systems in autonomous
systems [6], however applications of GANs to planning and control are still very sparse.

The most relevant GAN-based approaches to non-sensory part of robotics so far
include imitation learning [63, 64] – to efficiently learn a single policy or a discrete set of
policies from demonstration; and direct generation of robot control policy repertoires [5].
The latter provides robust goal-directed control by enabling sampling diverse controllers
from a continuous goal-conditional distribution over control policies. There has also
been some research conducted on learning the inverse kinematics (IK) of the robot
using GAN-like architectures [168]. However this work does not leverage the diversity
potential of GANs, discarding the random noise input completely, instead replacing
it with the end-effector position (for the IK problem). This replacement strips the
generator of all the diverse generative properties, boiling it down to merely a mapping
network, and the whole architecture to an actor-critic-like model.

We provide the first application of GAN-like methods to the ‘experimental design’
aspect of dynamics system identification. We learn our SIDE-GAN that on a seed set
of excitation trajectories, which then provides a surrogate model to replace the typical
compute intensive trajectory optimisation process. We rely on the ability of the trained
GAN to rapidly generate diverse cyclic trajectories which can then be combined to
provide an informative long trajectory.

5.3 Problem and Motivation

Dynamics system identification is the task of learning the inertial parameters π of the
links of the robot. Normally this is achieved by starting with the Rigid Body Dynamics
(RBD) equation:

τ = M(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇+G(q)+F(q, q̇) (5.1)

Where M represents the inertia matrix, C the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, G is the
gravity vector, F is the friction vector and τ is the full joint torques experienced and
measured by the robotic platform. The state of the robot is expressed in terms of (q, q̇, q̈)
- position, velocity, and acceleration. We then use the RBD equation and rearrange it
to form Eq. (5.2), which is linear with respect to π . This allows us to the use standard
least squares approach [169] to solve for π , shown in (5.3).

τ = Y (q, q̇, q̈)π (5.2) Y−1(q, q̇, q̈)τ = π (5.3)

This solution would be valid for a single state of the robot but would rarely be the
correct model due to noise in the data. Typically, the dynamics is sampled at many
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different input states (positions, velocities, and accelerations) to compensate for the
noise. This allows multiple regressors to be constructed in a stacked matrix, alongside
their equivalent stacked torque vector:

Y =

Y (q0, q̇0, q̈0)

...

Y (qn, q̇n, q̈n)

 (5.4) τs =

τ0

...

τn

 (5.5)

We can then estimate the inertial parameters π using the pseudo-inverse of the
regressor matrix:

Y T (YY T )−1
τs = π (5.6)

Numerical errors can occur if YY T is ill-conditioned (e.g., has very small or zero
eigenvalues). When regressors are ill-conditioned, the trajectories sampled to provide
state-torque pairs do not sufficiently excite the relevant parameters. For example, a
sampled trajectory may not accelerate enough for the inertia to affect the output torques.
With low excitation these parameters are not identifiable from the sampled data, and the
regressor will be ill-conditioned.

Discussion: Non-identifiable parameters Please note that some parameters are always
non-identifiable as they have no affect on the output torque no matter the state of the
robot. These non-identifiable parameters can be removed by calculating the base
parameter set of the robot [170] which will let us replace the regressor matrices with
a base regressor matrix, Yb, and replace the inertial parameter with the base inertial
parameters, πb, which contain the set of parameters that are excitable, such that (5.7)
holds. From this point forward when the stacked regressor Y is referred to, it contains
the base regressors of each state rather than the full regressor, and with π replaced by
πb.

τ = Yb(q, q̇, q̈)πb (5.7)

Quantifying Trajectory Excitation As discussed earlier, unexciting trajectories can
lead to base regressors that are still low rank with low excitation, meaning ill-conditioned
YY T and numerical errors in Eq. (5.6). The goal of trajectory optimization is to produce
trajectories ((q0, q̇0, q̈0,τ0), . . . ,(qn, q̇n, q̈n,τn)) that lead to well-conditioned YY T and
accurate estimation of parameters π . There are two different objectives correlated with
the trajectory quality, that can be used during the SIDE-GAN training. In section 5.5.4
we show that either can be used for training the SIDE-GAN, and results are comparable:
Eigenvalue Fitness: The first metric is condition number, i.e., minimal ratio between
the largest and smallest eigenvalues of Y TY . This implies a high parameter excitement
within the trajectory, with the least and the most excited inertial parameters being
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explored as equally as possible, directly leading to a better conditioned YY T matrix. We
refer to the condition number of Y TY as ‘fitness’, and use it to report the progress of
training in Figure 5.3.
Diagonal Fitness: Another objective is based on the trace of Y TY , i.e. either max-
imising the trace itself or minimizing the trace of the inverse. The diagonal of Y TY

is indicative of the level of exploration trajectory does in the inertial parameter space.
The trace is indifferent to basis changes and hence is more comparable across the

trajectories with different basis vectors. We refer to

max(diag(Y TY ))
min(diag(Y TY ))

(5.8)

as the ‘diagonal fitness’, and use it for training one of the two versions of the SIDE-
GAN assessed in Section 5.5.4. Similarly to the conventional fitness, smaller scores
correspond to more evenly explored inertial parameters.

System Identification The conventional approach to dynamics system identification
optimizes for a trajectory with high fitness, executes this trajectory on the robot, and
then estimates inertial parameters as in Eq. 5.6. However, given the cost of optimizing
long trajectories, the achievable fitness and parameter identification accuracy is limited.

Use of Multiple Trajectories The unique aspect of our approach is to use multiple
trajectories to improve inertial parameter exploration. For the purpose of system
identification, we desire not only diversity in control parameter space, but also to
explore different subsets of inertial parameters. Then their stacked regressors combined
will have more uniformly distributed eigenvalues, and when inverted will produce a
better estimate of inertial parameters π . The eigenvalues of the stack of short trajectories
correspond to inertial parameter identifiability, as for the conventional single-trajectory
approach. We use Modified Fourier Trajectories [166], which are cyclic in the start
and end conditions, making concatenation of several trajectories together trivial. We
investigate: Whether a sufficiently large and diverse set of cyclic trajectories can be
generated? And how this set of diverse trajectories performs for system identification
compared to a standard single longer trajectory?

Using multiple short trajectories also has an important advantage over a single long
one in terms of generation efficiency. The time of optimizing the trajectories grows
quickly as the trajectories grow longer, due to the O(n3) complexity computing Y TY

and the additional complexity of computing the self-collisions at each discrete step.
Optimising multiple short trajectories means much faster regressor calculation, as well
as enabling trivial parallelisation.
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G

D1 D2

z

trajectories pseudo-
eigenvalues

fitness / diversity

Ceig

real / fakereal / fake

valid / faulty

PSR

Fig. 5.1 SIDE-GANs at training time: In the conventional GAN architecture on the
left, the generator G inputs a noise vector z, and outputs synthetic trajectories. The
discriminator D1 tries to distinguish “fake” (synthetic) vs real trajectories.
The right side of the scheme represents the new part of the system, where the pre-trained
predictor PSR predicts valid/faulty, and thus provides a penalty for invalid trajectories.
The pre-trained converter Ceig maps trajectories to their estimated eigenvalues. These
pseudo-eigenvalues are then assessed by the second discriminator D2 as “real” or “fake”,
they are also used as input to compute an eigenvalue fitness penalty that encourages
high excitation trajectories.
Colour-coding: Trapezoid blocks are neural networks. Grey trapezoids correspond
to pre-trained networks with weights frozen for the main SIDE-GAN system training.
Green trapezoids correspond to the networks that are learned during main system
training. Pink blocks are used during training to compute losses.
Please refer to Figure 5.2 for more details on architerture of each of the networks.

Summary Our proposed pipeline uses conventional optimisation to generate a set
of short trajectories, then trains SIDE-GAN to to rapidly expand this dataset. The
ultimate testing objective is then to show that model-based torque prediction (using
parameters obtained from system identification) is more accurate when using the SIDE-
GAN-generated trajectories than based on just the initial seed data, or the conventional
single longer trajectory.

5.4 Method and Architecture

Architecture SIDE-GAN is built for the generation of diverse excitation trajectories
for system identification. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show the architecture and describe the
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Fig. 5.2 SIDE-GANs Networks architecture (elaboration on Figure 5.1) top-to-
bottom: generator G, trajectory discriminator D1 - checks the realism of trajectory
parameters, eigenvalue discriminator D2 - assesses the realism of pseudo eigen-values,
Converter Ceig - converts trajectory parameters into pseudo eigen-values (pre-trained for
350 epochs), and success rate predictor PSR (or more of a trajectory validity predictor,
pre-trained for 500 epochs). Then the rest of the system (G, D1, D2) is trained for 50
epochs with batch size 100.
Padding on all conv and deconv layers is 1, all the conv layers have leaky ReLu
activation functions and deconv layers have ReLu activations.
Adam is used as an optimiser for all the networks with usual parameters - learning rate
0.0002 and β1 = 0.5.
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training details. SIDE-GAN is trained on a set of seed trajectories generated by the
conventional optimizer, and once trained can rapidly generate new trajectory batches.

We build our model on the top of a typical Deep Convolutional Generative Adver-
sarial Network architecture, i.e., DCGANs [2]. While conventional DCGANs generate
images, we modify them to generate 7×6×2 tensors representing fourier transform
parameters, which define short cyclic trajectories. For our goal of system identification,
there are a number of extensions required to adapt DCGAN to generate trajectories
that are valid (e.g. non-colliding) and diverse in both control parameter and regressor
eigenvalue (inertial parameter) space. These are detailed as follows:
Success Predictor Loss: Vanilla GAN does not ensure that the majority of generations
are valid (i.e., non-self colliding, or constraint-violating). To address this, we define a
success predictor, as a shallow convolutional network mapping generated trajectories
to a valid/faulty label. We pre-train this network to differentiate the initial dataset of
valid trajectories, and some invalid trajectories generated by vanilla GAN. The trained
success predictor has 99% validation accuracy. We fix its weights and use it as a loss
for the main SIDE-GAN training, thus encouraging it to generate valid trajectories.
Trajectory-to-eigenvalues converter The salient feature space for analysis of trajecto-
ries is the eigenvalues of the rolled-out trajectory. To predict these features for generated
trajectories, we pre-train a shallow convolutional network to map fourier trajectory
parameters to the resulting eigenvalues. As above, we freeze its weights before plug-
ging it into SIDE-GAN. The estimated eigenvalues are then used by the following two
modules:
Eigenvalue Discriminator. The basic GAN discriminator differentiates real vs fake
trajectories in the GAN’s raw output space (modified Fourier parameter tensors). How-
ever, for our purposes, the crucial property of the trajectories is to cover the eigenvalue
space well. Therefore we define a second discriminator that differentiates real/fake
samples based on the eigenvalues of the rolled out trajectories – as predicted by the
eigenvalue estimator defined above. This is learned jointly with the vanilla discriminator
in SIDE-GAN.
Fitness Loss. SIDE-GAN so far aims to generate trajectories that are valid, and
indistinguishable from the seed set used for training. Nevertheless, other things being
equal, for SIDE purposes, we prefer trajectories with a more uniform eigenvalue
distributions. We therefore define a final loss that penalizes the eigenvalue fitness (Sec
III). This is trained jointly with the other SIDE-GAN modules, but activated after epoch
10 once the rest of the model has stabilized.
Alternative Diagonal Architecture. The above three modules (converter, second
discriminator, fitness loss) are based on eigenvalues. We also compare an alternative
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approach based on diagonal Fitness (Sec III). In this case the converter estimates the
Y TY diagonal, the discriminator discriminates based on this diagonal, and the fitness is
defined as in Eq. 5.8.

Training SIDE-GAN the generator produces a batch of trajectories defined by ‘fake’
modified Fourier transform parameters. These are mixed with the real trajectories, and
the first discriminator labels these are real or fake, and the success predictor labels them
as valid or faulty. The converter translates trajectories into pseudo-eigenvalues, which
are then used by the second discriminator for labelling as ‘real’ or ‘fake’. Finally, the
pseudo-eigenvalues are also used to calculate and penalize the eigenvalue fitness metric.
The training objective of SIDE-GAN is to produce diverse trajectories with small fitness
loss and good validity scores.

The full training objective has the following form:

min
Gθ

max
D1φ ,D2ψ

V (Gθ ,D1φ ,D2ψ) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD1φ (x)+ logD2ψ(Ceig(x))]

+Ez∼p(z)[log(1−D1φ (Gθ (z)))+ log(1−D2ψ(Ceig(Gθ (z))))]

+Ez∼p(z)[λPSR(Gθ (z))+ γF(Ceig(Gθ (z)))]

(5.9)

where x stands for a data example, z - a random noise vector, Gθ (z) is a sample
from the generator, D1φ (x) and D2ψ(Ceig(x)) represent the discriminators estimate of
the probability that x came from the real data set rather than from the generator, and
D1φ (Gθ (z)) and D2ψ(Ceig(Gθ (z))) - a probability that the data came from the generator.
θ ,φ ,ψ - are the network parameters for generator and both discriminators correspond-
ingly. PSR(Gθ (z)) represents the predicted success rates of the generator output (i.e., the
proportion of the valid trajectories amongst the generated data). F(Ceig(Gθ (z))) is the
predicted fitness of the generator output. The coefficients (deduced empirically) λ and
γ were set to 1 and 0 correspondingly for the first 10 epochs and then λ = (1+0.06∗ i),
where i is the number of the training epoch and γ = 2. Setting γ to zero originally
offers SIDE-GANs an opportunity to learn producing valid (non-colliding and non-self-
colliding) trajectories first, and then shifting the focus towards improving the fitness of
the generated trajectories.

We use the seed set to train the SIDE-GAN for 50 epochs in total (generator and both
discriminators, as eigenvalue converter and success rate predictor are pre-trained, as
specified in Figure 5.2), using two generator iterations for each iteration of discriminator
cycle, and then discard everything but the generator.

Applying SIDE-GAN: The trained generator network provides our surrogate model for
trajectory generation. It can generate as many diverse, new and exciting trajectories as
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Fig. 5.3 Average metrics over the SIDE-GAN training time: the SIDE-GAN is
trained for 50 epochs in total, the averages are taken over 3000 trajectories per epoch
for each of the methods, i.e., 3 training runs, 10 noise vectors, 100 trajectories (batch
size) produced by each input noise vector. 1. Average success rate - i.e. ratio of the
valid trajectories SIDE-GAN generates on average. 2. Average fitness - i.e., the average
condition number of the Y TY for the entire trajectory. The lower the fitness score, the
better is the quality of the trajectory for the system identification purposes. The fitness
scores are very high in the beginning of training, so logarithmic scale is used for fitness
score here.

necessary. Since it generates optimization-free, in a single forward pass, it can produce
novel trajectories near instantaneously compared to traditional optimisation.

5.5 Experiments

5.5.1 Training Data & Metrics

The data we use for training SIDE-GAN were acquired using a genetic optimizer for a
rough global solution (ant colony based [171]) followed by a finite difference gradient-
based solver to fine-tune the trajectory locally [172], using the pagmo2 library [173].
The dynamics and regressors for the task were computed through the ARDL library
[174]. The full seed training set consists of 1800 cyclic trajectories of 16 seconds each,
that are represented in terms of 7×6×2 tensors or parameters of the modified Fourier
transform (these correspond to the number of manipulator joints, the number of Fourier
transform parameters, and 2 points defining the cyclic trajectory). Corresponding 35
eigenvalues of the resulting trajectory are used during the training to optimise the quality
of the trajectories in terms of inertial parameter exploration.

All of the performance results in this paper are averaged across at least three
complete trainings of SIDE-GANs from scratch, and 10 batches of trajectories produced
from different noise vectors.
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Fig. 5.4 Visual results: 2 top rows: examples of the SIDE-GAN generated trajectories
- red traces show the end-effector positions. Trajectories are clearly spatially diverse.
Middle row: examples of the single 560s trajectory vs. the original seed set and the
SIDE-GANs 35×16s trajectories stacked together. Bottom row: a few snapshots of
one of the 16s SIDE-GAN trajectories.
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Fig. 5.5 Average metrics over the SIDE-GAN training time: The diversity of the
generated batch is assessed via the average pairwise Euclidean distance between trajec-
tories in two spaces of interest. The bottom: diversity in the Fourier parameter space
(immediate output of the generator) - at epochs 40-50 the SIDE-GAN overtakes vanilla
DCGANs. The top: the average pairwise Euclidean distance between diag(Y TY ) of
the trajectories in the generated batches, representing the batch-diversity in the inertial
parameters space. The SIDE-GANs diversity is usually equal or higher than that of
the vanilla DCGANs, significantly surpassing the original seed set diversity (purple).
The average inertial parameter diversity of the SIDE-GAN data (generated after 50
training epochs) and original training set put together (yellow) shows that adding the
data synthesized by the SIDE-GAN to the original dataset is highly beneficial.

5.5.2 SIDE-GAN Training

We first answer the question: ‘Can a neural network learn to generate valid, exciting,

novel, and diverse trajectories? To answer this, we analyse SIDE-GAN training
dynamics in terms of success rate3, fitness (as defined in Sec 5.3), and the diversity of
trajectories within a generated batch. Generation of trajectories that exhibit diversity
between themselves is necessary, because if a trajectory generator simply repeats itself,
little new information will be added when short trajectories are combined into a longer
one for execution. For diversity, we use two metrics: (1) Average euclidean distance
between raw trajectory Fourier parameters, (2) Average euclidean distance between the
diag(Y TY ) vector of each trajectory. These metrics thus cover diversity in both spatial
and inertial parameter perspectives.

3Ratio of valid generated trajectories. I.e. non-self-colliding, obeying the joint velocity and position
constraints, as well as the physical space constraints (e.g. avoiding the area within 10 cm above the desk
on which the manipulator is set up).
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Figures 5.3 and 5.5 shows the training dynamics of SIDE-GAN using the 1800 seed
trajectories as training data, and compares vanilla DCGAN with our two (eigenvalue,
and diagonal-fitness) variants.

From the plots we can see that training dynamics are somewhat unstable as per-usual
with GANs: (1) Both SIDE-GAN variants quickly learn to reliably generate successful
trajectories, while vanilla DCGAN struggles to pass 40% success rate. (2) Vanilla
DCGAN initially generates better fitness than SIDE-GAN, but by later epochs (40-50)
SIDE-GAN produces better fitness. (3) In terms of the batch diversity, after 40 training
epochs SIDE-GANs have greater spatial diversity than vanilla DCGAN and comparable
overall spacial diversity to the original seed set. In inertial parameter space SIDE-GANs
are significantly more diverse than the original seed set and usually equal or better than
vanilla DCGAN. We generate 4200 novel trajectories from SIDE-GAN after 50 epochs,
and together with the initial data, this provides a total set of 6000 short trajectories
which are used in the following system identification experiments. Figure 5.4 visualizes
a few sample trajectories from SIDE-GAN. This visualisation shows that they are very
diverse, at least in trajectory parameter space.

We also tried training some conventional non-neural network generative models such
as Kernel Density Estimatiors (KDE)s. However, lacking a discriminator to provide a
strong objective, these completely failed to produce valid trajectories, with an overall
success rate under 0.1%.

5.5.3 Exp 1: Multi- vs Single-Trajectory System Identification

We first evaluate our idea of generating a set of smaller trajectories against standard
practice of optimising the longest single trajectory that is computationally feasible. We
stress that the key fundamental advantage our approach is: (1) Scalability to effectively
unlimited total length, and thus much greater total excitation, unlike single trajectories.
(2) Enabling massive parallelization for fast generation at any scale. Nevertheless,
for the purpose of this experiment, we put these points aside and focus on comparing
identification performance using a fixed total length – generated by a single trajectory
optimisation, or our multi-trajectory optimisation.

Setup: Dataset To compare the trajectory optimisation methods, controlling for
trajectory length, we optimise a single long trajectory of 560 seconds (the longest
we can feasibly optimise) using eigenvalue-fitness criterion, and compare it to the
concatenation of 35 short 16-second cyclic trajectories. As discussed earlier, our full
dataset is 1800+4200=6000 trajectories. Thus we define a greedy strategy to pick a
good subset 35 trajectories for direct comparison. To achieve this, we first compute the
diagonal of Y TY for each trajectory, which we shall denote by ψi for the ith trajectory.
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Each trajectory is then scored the following metric di that balances preference for
batch-diverse and exciting trajectories:

gi = ||ψi −ψprevious best|| (5.10)

fi = sum(ψi) (5.11)

di =
gi

max(g)
+

fi

max( f )
(5.12)

We greedily pick the trajectory with greatest score di, where ‘previous best’ is the
previously selected best trajectory, and initially ψprevious best is set to zero. Thus we
prefer those that are far from the previous choice, and have large diagonals. After each
trajectory is selected, it gets removed from the set of trajectories to choose from next.

Setup: System Identification We next use recursive least squares (RLS) to perform
system identification and learn the dynamics of a Kuka LWR IV platform using the
conventional long, conventional short (35 of 1800), and extended SIDE-GAN (35 of
6000) generated trajectories. We use the fitted model to perform torque prediction
and report the torque prediction accuracy (normalized mean squared error, nMSE) in
Table 5.1. We repeat this experiment using both the simulated platform (perfect dynamic
model with 10% uniform random noise) via ARDL library [174] and a real robotic arm.

Results The results show that, controlling for trajectory length: (1) Our multiple
trajectory approaches clearly outperform the conventional single long trajectory ap-
proach both in simulation and on the real KUKA LWR. (2) The additional excitation
trajectories synthesised by SIDE-GAN produce a small improvement over multiple
trajectory optimisation.

In terms of compute requirements: The single 560s large trajectory generation
required 14 hours, the 1800 seed trajectories (≈ 8h length) required 30 hours to generate
(parallelised), the SIDE-GAN required a further 40 minutes to train, but thereafter can
generate short 16s trajectories in 1.4ms per trajectory per thread, compared to 6 minutes
per short trajectory using the conventional optimisation.

Overall, we conclude that multi-trajectory optimisation performs favorably com-
pared to the conventional approach, and especially with SIDE-GAN can easily be scaled
to generating more excitation trajectory data for system identification. In the next
section, we explore the benefit of using the full generated dataset for dynamics learning.

5.5.4 Exp 2: System Identification with SIDE-GAN

We next evaluate system identification performance when using our full SIDE-GAN
generated dataset.
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Trajectories: Single Long Multiple original Multiple SIDE-GAN

Simulator 0.2248 (±0.056) 0.0063 (±0.002) 0.0028 ((± 0.001)

Real Robot 8.509 (±9.906) 0.0239 (±0.017) 0.0210 (±0.016)

Table 5.1 Average nMSE across joints. Multiple (35) short cyclic trajectories show
better performance than the conventional single longer trajectory of comparable length.
The best 35 short trajectories generated with SIDE-GAN further improve nMSE over
those from the original seed set.

Torque Prediction We first evaluate torque prediction, as in the previous experiment.
We compare the margin of improvement between: (1) Seed+GAN generated data, using
several GAN variants and (2) The original seed data alone (×1), and (3) The seed
data, replicated ×4 or ×10 times (each replication is done with 10% uniform random
noise on both the robot state (q, q̇, q̈) and on the output torques). The ×4 replication
corresponds to a similar amount of data to our GAN-generated dataset, and the ×10
replication corresponds to significantly more data than our GAN-generated dataset.

The results in Table 5.2 are reported in terms of % improvement in torque prediction
nMSE. We can see that: (1) Vanilla DCGAN already leads to a clear improvement,
and (2) Our two SIDE-GAN variants further improve on vanilla DCGAN trajectory
generation, (3) Comparing our two SIDE-GAN variants that use eigenvalue or diagonal-
based fitness, the eigenvalue-fitness variant performs best. (4) Simply replicating the
original seed data does provide a simple alternative: the margin of our methods over the
original data results does not decrease systematically with replication factor.

Parameter Estimation Quality We next investigate the parameter estimation quality
for the different methods. We quantify estimation quality by the norms of the diagonal
of the covariance from the RLS algorithm, which gives an estimate of the uncertainty
of the internal base parameters.

The results in Table 5.3 shows that SIDE-GAN eigenvalue-fitness variant provides
the lowest (least uncertain) norm estimates compared to both the original data and any
of the other competitors.

5.5.5 Discussion

SIDE-GAN Dependence on Seed Set Size Our experiments used a fixed seed set of
1800 trajectories throughout to train SIDE-GAN. We explored reducing the training
set size. Training on, e.g., 240 trajectories, SIDE-GAN still generates diverse and
exciting trajectories. However, this does not provide sufficient data for the GAN to learn
the constraints well, and the validity rate of generated trajectories suffer (about 10%).
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Original + generated data vs. orig. (×1) orig. (×4) orig. (×10)

+ Vanilla DCGAN 36% (±44%) 21% (±30%) 38% (±17%)

+ SIDE-GAN (Y TY eigens) 51% (±27%) 39% (±25%) 53% (±8%)

+ SIDE-GAN (Y TY diag.) 52% (±16%) 35% (±32%) 44% (±27%)

Table 5.2 Improvements in nMSE of torque predictions with respect to the original
training data (fed into RLS ×1, ×4, and ×10 times with 10% uniform random noise).
Improvement ratio is averaged across the joints.

Methods Covariance Diagonals Norms

Original dataset ×1 2.65384

Original dataset ×4 2.44338

Vanilla DCGAN 2.2573

SIDE-GAN (Y TY eigens) 1.89143
SIDE-GAN (Y TY diag.) 2.36345

Table 5.3 Parameter estimation quality. Lower values mean that covariance matrices
have smaller determinants, which means inertial parameters are predicted with more
certainty.

This could still be useful since many samples can be drawn and invalid trajectories
filtered. Generating and filtering in this way is still faster than conventional optimization
(which takes roughly 6 minutes per trajectory) vs SIDE-GAN (32 per second, including
checking the validity).

SIDE-GAN Generality GAN-based methods are generally indifferent to the specifics
of the training data. Thus the SIDE-GAN method is expected to work well for other
types of manipulators, and other dynamics models. That said, SIDE-GAN does need a
seed set for the relevant manipulator. The trajectories generated by the SIDE-GANs are
unlikely to generalise effectively across manipulators.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work

This work shows the benefits of using multiple trajectories instead of the conventional
single parameterised trajectory for the task of the system identification and torque
prediction. Further, it proposes a method for generating valid and more diverse trajecto-
ries for the above task at the speed exceeding the underlying method by at least two
orders of magnitude. The trajectory generator is trained to produce diversity in both
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trajectory and inertial parameter space. Numerical results on trajectory validity, fitness
metrics, and torque prediction – in both simulation and on real Kuka arm – confirm our
contributions.

In future work we intend to investigate the use of conditional models to incorporate
user-specified specific region-based and inertial-parameter-based focused exploration.
We will also explore sparse data transfer learning to reduce the size of the seed set
required to learn SIDE-GANs.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the investigation of using generative adversarial
networks for previously overlooked applications in the field of robotics and automation.
Specifically, rather than leveraging relatively well-explored image data generation,
GANs can be of tremendous help in data augmentation for a variety of robotics and
automation problems.

We have shown that GANs are very capable in addressing the data shortage. They
synthesize diverse and realistic data for such settings as

(i) visually coherent sonar simulation;

(ii) data augmentation for underwater target recognition and detection systems

(iii) behavioural repertoires for robot control;

(iv) generation of specific kinds of trajectories for system identification.

The task has been two-fold for all of the applications presented - ensuring a reason-
able quality and diversity of the generated samples, along with following the specific
domain constraints of each individual setting. I.e. keeping the generation coherent and
continuous for sonar data, making sure self-collisions and bridging the joint limits is
minimal in the control applications. Both of these objectives were met for all of the
presented scenarios.

In addition to this, a number of the novel methods were presented as a part of this
thesis, most of these have already been published as conference papers and well-received
by the Robotics community.
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6.2 Assumptions and Limitations

GANs are after all a Deep Learning family of methods, and as such their training can
be tricky.1 However, the training should be smooth under the following assumptions
concerning the training dataset:

(i) Sufficient training data is required to bootstrap the GAN.

(ii) The training data needs to be suitably representative of conditions of interest.

Most of the issues are caused by violating the above-mentioned assumptions, e.g.:

• extremely small amounts of initial training data available, violation of the first

assumption. For all of the scenarios presented in this paper we have noticed that
the proposed methods produce realistic looking results starting at around 200
of training examples. For the conditional models (e.g. for targeted throwing)
this number might be higher depending on the variability of the problem-specific
training condition.
This is generally a fatal limitation - GANs are designed to learn to approximate
data distributions and cannot learn them without sufficient initial training data
present. In some specific cases it might be possible to bootstrap a GAN with
some other method, such as QD search in Chapter 4.

• very limited or no initial diversity in the initial training data, a violation of the
representativeness assumption. E.g. providing the same limited set of examples
multiple times or even some variations of it with added noise is unlikely to resolve
in a well-trained GAN.
There is no way around lack of diversity - it always results in a mode collapse,
hence one is bound to either go through with additional data collection to resolve
this issue or to abandon the idea of using GANs. However, it is worth noting that
pretty much any generative model would fail in this case.

• highly unbalanced numbers of samples for certain target conditions, another

violation of the representativeness assumption. Very limited amount of examples
for specific set of conditions could mean the trained model might not be able to
generalise for such conditions.
Occasionally, this might be possible to resolve by some form of data augmentation,
depending on how well the data set generalises. For instance, we had some very
limited examples of certain types of terrains in Chapter 3, and we managed to get

1More details have been provided in Chapter 2.
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around this by artificially balancing the training set using augmented imagery, as
well as cropping overlapping tiles for training (so some bits of the entire image
would be used more than once with a variety of displacements).

Additionally, although a conventional problem of GANs usually is the lack of sensible
evaluation techniques, is less applicable to our work. Since data augmentation for
robotics and automation applications ultimately would be used in some further task, we
have an advantage. We can always assess the quality of the synthesized data based on
the performance improvement on a downstream task, when using this synthetic data.

However, a crucial limitation is that it is not always possible to differentiate a
downstream task with respect to a GAN, in order to train the GAN to directly optimise
on the end-task. We have been successful in partially surmounting this limitation in case
of the SIDE-GANs by separately pre-training surrogate models (converter and predictor
networks) and using them to influence the training of the rest of the architecture.

6.3 Future Work

There are some immediate extensions and alternative uses for some of the methods
presented in this thesis:

• MC-pix2pix and R2D2-GAN (Chapter 3) can be used for the semantic segmen-
tation of the underwater sonar data, using the same models and training data,
by just reversing the direction of the image translation at training process. This
might be useful for the downstream task of grading the complexity of terrain for
the further use by ATR systems and human operators. Specifically, terrains with
more complex patterns, such as various types of ripples, are more tricky for ATR
to single out the objects and might require double-checks from human operators.
We have provided some initial positive results in the end of the Chapter 3, how-
ever a much more detailed investigation would be beneficial for development of
underwater ATR systems.

• A simplified versions of MC-pix2pix (Chapter 3) could be used for generat-
ing simple backgrounds in side-scrolling games in order to minimise the game
designers efforts.

• R2D2-GANs (Chapter 3) can be instantaneously used for generating different
types of maps - both aerial-view style and 3D game-style terrains. The only
thing that would need to be replaced for map generation, compared to the current
setting, is the training set. I.e., the R2D2 would need to be trained on the colour
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and height maps either aerial-view or any of the preferred 3D video game terrain.
The synthetic aerial views then can potentially be used to boost the performance
of the aerial detection and tracking algorithms. The 3D game terrain GANs can
be used as default world generators for massively multiplayer online role-playing
games. Not only it would mean an easy starting point for game designers, but
also potentially more memory efficiency. I.e., instead of storing the entire world
map, one could store just a trained generator and a relatively small library of
semantic maps and/or noise vectors corresponding to the patches in the game
world, re-generating these patches as player accesses them.

• GPNs (Chapter 4) could serve as a reasonable bootstrapping technique for more
sophisticated Reinforcement Learning algorithms, for instance by expanding the
initial supervised pre-training datasets for the RL algorithms.

• GPNs (Chapter 4) can be extended to generate the closed loop policies, such
as Dynamic Motion Primitives. These can be eventually used for the real-time
adaptation to changing environments.

• SIDE-GANs (Chapter 5) can easily be extended to a spatially-restricted dynamic
system ID setting, which is conditioned on a limited available action space. For
example, running a dynamic system identification for a robot platform installed in
a real industrial setting might come with space limitations, such as walls, furniture,
and equipment in a close proximity to the robot. It is essential to explore the
possibilities for efficient dynamic system ID in restricted spaces for a number of
real-world applications.

6.4 General Implications of Using GANs

his thesis explores only a limited amount of some case-specific problems, but in
reality the potential applications of GANs to resolve data shortages are numerous. In
theory, nearly any downstream ML method struggling for larger number of training data
could make use of a GAN-based architecture.

Beyond conceptual technical limitations listed in section 6.2 there are other practical
implications that might affect GANs usefulness and usability. From the perspective of
AI and Robotics there are the following criteria to be considered:

• Suitability for the problem at hand - GAN-based architecture might be a best
solution if a variety of solutions is required or multiple attempts are allowed, like
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in GPN or SIDE-GAN cases. It is however not necessarily the best solution for
other scenarios. For instance, finding an optimal solution for a single task in a
single environment calls for an RL method.

• More specifically, it often has to do with trustworthiness - GANs can be trained
and fine-tuned to produce largely good quality solutions, however there is no
guarantee from occasional outliers, nor an there be one. Hence, GANs are more
useful as simulations for reference only (not the main source of information
for decision making), supplementary to human expert in charge, or with some
safety thresholds in place (e.g. checking the robot controllers in simulation before
executing on a real robot to make sure the controller will not damage hardware).

• Data gathering, costs, and availability - assuming the above suitability considera-
tion was taken into account, the data availability can represent a serious barrier.
Things like manual labelling, or expense associated with the data gathering due
to the cost (and in case of robot platforms often also fragility) of the equipment,
amortisation costs, lack (or total absence) of sensory data from robots operating
in wild (as opposed to the lab conditions), etc, can make result in data being
expensive, commercially sensitive, private, or completely unavailable. The lack
of a decent training set renders GANs useless, as discussed in section 6.2.

• Addressing privacy and the lack of such - GANs could be viewed as a great
boost for medical applications of machine learning. As mentioned in the previous
bullet point - patients private data (PII) are sensitive and often under the restricted
access, and the limited availability of it often blocks the development of the ML
models for medical data processing, diagnostics, etc.

In theory, we could train a GAN and use it to generate realistic yet not sensitive
training data for the downstream ML tasks without endangering patients private
data. In practice there are no guarantees that a trained GAN did not memorize
such data and will not spit them out at random when sampled. Moreover GANs
have been proven to be at least somewhat susceptible to membership inference
attacks (MIA) - identifying or even restoring the original training data samples
from the trained model [175]. Which ultimately means that GANs in their current
state are neither particularly secure nor private under the MIA attacks. (Please
note: this issue is not related to the mode collapse, and only sometimes marginally
related to overfitting. [176])

Practically, it means that GANS are prone to the exact same data leakage issue
they seemingly could solve, and that sharing a trained model can prove equivalent
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to explicitly sharing the training data. There are case-based situations in which
the sensitive training data can be sterilised prior to being used in GAN training,
and that is how it is usually addressed currently. However a more global solution
of this issue is still a work in progress.

That said, and although there is still a great deal of improvements to make, GANs
are one of the most powerful generative models in Machine Learning and are already
proving useful in a number of domains.
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Appendix A

Additional Figures for Chapter 4

Figure 4.5 with respect to KDE (QD is provided for ref-
erence)

The following figure A.1 is an extension of Figure 4.6, where GPN is compared not
only against the QD success rates, but also against the KDE.

Figure A.1 shows heat-maps of SuccessesProportion(k,τ = 0.2) for various occlu-
sion rates and minimum hit requirements k. From these plots we can make the following
observations:

(i) All methods have higher success rate in the easier bottom left (low occlusion,
low hit ratio required for success), and vice-versa in the harder top right.

(ii) The GPN result is much higher than that of QD for low k values (e.g., k = 1),
but also lower than KDE for k = 1, and almost equivalent to KDE for k = 1.

(iii) At very high minimum hit (e.g., k = 9) QD performance is slightly better than
GPN. This is because GPNs slightly lower accuracy means that it’s rarely the case
that as many as 9 out of 10 attempts hit the target. However, at this stringent hit rate
requirement, we note that the success rate of QD in absolute terms is also very low
(around 10%).

(iv) The differences between GPN and KDE and GPN and QD (right column) show
that the GPN can often find at least one way to hit the target, for this whole range of
occlusion rates, but it is ultimately better than both competitors at the medium range of
minimum required hits, i.e. k = 3,4, ...,7.
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Fig. A.1 Robustness of target-conditional throwing in obstacle-occluded environments.
Heat maps illustrate the probability of at least k of 10 throws landing within τ = 0.2
of the target for different levels of occlusion. Top: KDE method. Our GPN method.
Difference between them. Bottom: QD lookup method. Our GPN method. Difference
between the GPN and QD results. Overall: it looks like KDE is the best for at least one
successful hit out of 10, but worse than GPN for anything higher than that. QD might
be the best solution if only very large amount of successful hits, e.g. 8 or 9 out of 10
are considered a success. GPN takes the middle ground from minimum required 2 to 7
successful hits out of 10.
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